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PREFACE

main portion of this hook formed a
chapter in my "Essays on Islam," published
in 1901. I have made many additions to it
and have added information more recent than
any 1 then possessed. I have published it in
this separate form, in order that attention
may be more directly drawn to an important
movement in Africa. Although increased interest is being taken in African Missions, I
doubt whether there is yet any adequate
conception of the seriousness of the position,
or any true realization of the extreme urgency
for immediate action. I trust this simple
account of a little-known movement may be
a means of developing still more interest in
the affa.irs of all Societies engaged in mission
THE
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work in Africa.

THE

RELIGIOUS ORDERS
OF ISLAM.

THE two most active elements in Muslim lands
in the opposition to social, political, and religious
reforms and to the advance of modern civilization
are the 'Ulama, the men who may be said to form
the lawyers and the clergy of Islam, and the
various Orders of Darweshes. The 'Ulami< speak
in the name of the sacred Law, eternal, unchangeable. The Darweshes look upon Islam as a vast
theocracy, in wbich their spiritual leaders are the
true guides. It is conceivable that the 'Ulama
might be brought to see that, if some concessions
would save a Muslim State from ruin or extinction, it might be to their advantage to m!1ke them.
The D!1rwesh treats with scorn !1ny attempt at
compromise, and looks upon !1 Muslim government, which in the least dep!1rts from the laws
and practices of the early Kh!111fate, as disloyal
-to the great principle that Islam is a theocracy.
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Its first rulers were neither kings nor princes:
they were preachers, Khalffas, or vice-regents of
the Prophet. In the opinion of the Darwesh, as
it was then so it should be now. Muslims should
be governed by an Imam, who is both a religious and a political leader, whose chief busi·
ness it is to maintain the laws of Islam intact, to
execute justice according to their standard, to
guard the frontiers, and to raise armies for the
defence of the Faith. He should be so manifestly
a ruler that the words of the sacred Tradition
would be realized, namely, that "He who dies
without recognizing the authority of the Imam
of the age, is accounted dead and is an infidel."
It is the special function of the great Religious
Orders to keep this principle active and to teach
the people its vast importance. The most religious of the Muslim people see that the civilization of Europe, now finding its way into Muslim
lands, is a very great danger, and they seek to
meet and to counteract it by a large development of the Religious Orders. Throughout the
East these confraternities, like all which influenoes the religious life of Islam, are conservative
and hostile to modern civilization and European
influence. In Afrioa and in parts of Asia this
has resulted in a great pan-Ish'mic movement,
still actively going on, and having for its objeot
not merely "resistance to the advance of Chris-

THE DARWESHES

tianity; but also opposition to the progress of all
modern civilization:' 1 Since the beginning of
the nineteenth century, this same movement has
grown with great rapidity. Under varions pretexts, innumerable agents of the Religious Orders
have gone throughout the Muslim world. They
have adopted many disguises. Sometimes they
are students, preaohers, doctors; sometimes artisans, beggars, quacks; but they are everywhere
received by the people and protected by them
when they are suspeoted by the ruling powers.
A Frenoh writer, one of the best living authorities
on the subjeot, says that the reform movement
in Islam during the nineteenth oentury has led
to a great iucrease in the Religious Orders. The
movement has not depended on the orthodox expounders and authorized keepers of the canon
law, but, on the contrary, has relied on the leader~
of the mystical seots, such as the Bah, the Mahdl
and the great Darwesh leaders. The most aotive
element in Islam is now to be found amongst
these Darweshes, and from them has prooeeded
an aotive propaganda., especially in Africa. This
author sums up a long review of the whole position by saying that" all this constitutes a grave
danger to the civilized world," 2
1 Count Ca.stries, "L' Islttm," p. 220.
j;J CharteIier, "Iahtm a.u xix;. Sieole," p.187.-
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It was not until the nineteenth century that
Isla.m suffered any very grave reverses. It had
had to retire a little in Europe, but in Africa
it was still strong. So its religious element
became slack. Now the position is changed.
Algiers is gone, Morocco is in danger, the English
dominate India and Egypt, Austria controls
Russia has enBosnia and Bulgaria is free.
croached largely on the Turkish Empire, has
also absorbed the Central Asian Khanates, a.nd
threatens Persia. Muslim rule in Central Africa
is in danger, and it is not likely that it
will now extend further south; for on all sides
the Christian Powers are encroaching, and some
of the best tribes, not yet wholly won to Islam,
are within their respective spheres of influence,
and the still independent Muslim States have to
submit to a good deal of outward control. The
destruction of separate States as political powers
has strengthened the pan-Islamic movement, the
object of which is to unite under one political
head, the Khalifa, all good Muslims and so to
create a great world-power.
The development
of commerce and the wider influence of modern
civilization and learning, its art and science, are
also disturbing elements in the Muslim world.
Its contemptuous isolation, its absolute sway,
are becoming things of the past. This is very
distressing to pious Muslims of the old orthodox

CONTROL OF RELIGIOUS ORDERS
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school. It has provoked a great reaction. The
religious spirit has heen stirred up on its most
fanatical side, and the Religious Orders have, in
consequence, grown in extent and influence.
The existence of secret societies is not congenial
to the spirit of Oriental despotism, for the power
of the religious leader is apt to exceed that of the
temporal one, and so, at various times, attempts
have been made to curtail their influenoe. In the
sixteenth century, Sultan Mauli Isma'fl tried to
suppress the Darwesh Orders and failed. In the
seventeenth century, Kouprouli Mul;1ammad Pasha,
the able Vizier of Sul~an Mul;1ammad IV, tried
his best to ruin the Maulawiyya, the Khilwatiyya,
the Jalwatiyya and the Shamsiyya Orders, but
did not succeed. In fact, he only showed the
ultimate weakness of the Sul~an's rule and largely
inoreased the importance and power of the Orders
he tried in vain to suppress. A still stronger
man, Sul~an Mal;1mUd, in 1826, after suppressing
the J.anissaries, tried to break up the Order of the
Baktashiyya but failed. 1 The head of the Order
1 Thero was a. close connexion between the Janissaries
and this Order. When Snltan Orkhan in 1323 created the
Yeniohore08 (Jani8sariea), o~ New Troops, he Bought Borne
religious sa,nction for his action. The Sha.ikh of the
Baktashiyyas blessed the troops by pntting the sleeve
of his robe on the head of one of the soldiers, in such
a. wa.y that it hung down behind his baok, and sa.id:l'The militia. which you ha.ve just created sha.ll be ca.lled
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and his two chief officers were publicly executed,
the abolition of the Order Was proclaimed, many
of its monasteries were demolished, and even the
Darweshes connected with it were compelled to
change their distinctive costume, but the Order
survived and is powerful still. These men were
not lacking in courage. One of them stopped
Sultan Mal:tmud at the gate of Galata and seizing
the bridle of his horse said: "Giaonr Padishah,
art thou not yet content with abominations?
Thou wilt answer to God for all thy godless.
ness, Thou art destroying the institutions of thy
brethren, thou revilest Islam, and drawest the
vengeance of the Prophet on thyself and on us,"
The Sultan called on his guard to put this 'fool'
away. "I a fool," said the Darwesh, "it is thou
and thy worthless counsellors who have lost their
senses. Muslims to the rescue I" This Darwesh
Was executed the next day, and it is said that
the following night a soft light was seen over
his tomb. He is now venerated as a saint.
In Algiers, the work of the Darweshes has been
more manifest since 1830. The Emir 'Abdu'l·

Qiidir owed much of his popUlarity and success
to the intrigues and support of the members of
the Qadiriyya Order. The insurrections in 1864,
1871, 1881 were due in great part to the action
of these Darweshes. In the last the members
of the Ral:tmaniyya Order also took part and
stirred up the Kabyles to active opposition. They
work in secret and influence the masses of the
people. It is very difficult to counteract their
influence, for whenever, after a local insurrection,
. the French have destroyed the Ziiwiyahs,1 or
monasteries, of the Religious Orders, whose members helped to stir up strife, it has been found
to be invariably the case that it has had no effect
whatever in lessening either the number, or even
the influence of the Darweshes; but has rather
increased both.'
In Egypt the Darwesbes are very numerous
and are regarded with respect. In Turkey the
people believe in them, for, on the whole, the
13ympathy of the Darweshes is with the masses.
The upper classes fear them. Some of the Dar·
wesh leaders are broad·minded men, in spite of

Yenioherec, its figures sha.ll be fair "nd shining, its a.rm
redau bta.ble, its sword sharp. It shall be victorious in all
ba.ttles and ever return triumpha.nt." In memory of this,
the Janisse.ries wore a. white felt ca.p, ha.ving a piece of
the sa.me ma.terial penda.nt on their backs. These troops
were very closely attaohed to this Order, and this may
have exoited the animosity of Snltan Ma1)mUd against it.

-erected nea.r or over the gra.ve of a. Bha.ikh renowned for
his piety. Grea.t ca.re is ta.ken of these tombs, costly
cloths cover, and la.mps burn before them. Visitors
make vows and present offerings with a. view of obtaining
tempora.l a.nd spiritual rolief.
2Rinn, II Marabouts et Khouarn ," p. 109.
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much about them that seems intolerant. On the·
other hand, the system affords opportunity for
much that is low in morals, especially when the
higher degrees are reaohed and the restraints of
law are set aside: when creed and formulas are
looked upon as fetters to the inspired and exalted
soul.
The temporal power has some hold on the
Orders. In Egypt the person who exercises on
the part of the State that authority is oalled
the Shaikhu'I·Bakri, and is always a descendant.
of the Khalifa AbU Bakr. The Khalifa 'Umar
also has a representative who is the head of the
Em\niyya Darweshes. The Khallfa 'Uthman has
none, as he left no issue. The Khallfa 'Ali has
one oalled Shaikhu's·SMat, or Shaikh of the
Sayyids. Eaoh of these is said to be the "oooupant of the sajjada, or the prayer carpot, of
his anoestor." The head of an Order is also oalled
the occupant of the sajjada which belonged to
the founder of it. This sajjada is looked upon
as a throno. In Turkey the Shaikhu'I·Ish\m exer·
oises a oertain amount of control over the heads
of a Monastery, though he has probably little
power with the actual head of the Order. As a
rule, the attitude of the Darweshes to the firm~ns.
of the Sultan and to the fatwas of the Muftis
is one of resistance. Many of the Orders add to
their prestige in the sight of the masses by the.

nobility of the origin of their founders, who were
Sharlfs, or lineal desoendants of the Prophet.
The great enemies of the Orders are the 'Ulama.
and the official clergy. The feeling is not unlike that between thll secular and the monastic
clergy in the middle ages. The 'U!ama, in order
to maintain their own prestige, oppose the Dar·
weshes and appeal to the orthodox standards of
the Faith; but the Darweshes do the same.
The latter reproach the former with being mere
time-servers, to which the retort is made that
the Darweshes are heretical in doctrine and
scandalous in practice. The mass of the Muslims,
who do not care for theological disputations, are
attracted to the side of the Darweshes. They
are not shocked at the dancing and the music;
they look upon the Darweshes as the chosen of
God, the favourites of heaven. Others again,
who look upon some of their practices as border.
ing on the profane, yet, on the whole, respeot
them. The ignorant man also soos that, though
destitute of the eduoation needed for an 'Ulama,
he may without it acquire in an Order a religious
status and power equal to that attained to by his
more orthodox and learned brother.'

8
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III A man who does not belong to the IUla.ma sees with
a. sense of surprise that, thanks to the support of the Order
to whioh he belongs, he oan withoutinstruotion a.nd in spite
of the obsourity of his birth a.oquire ~ religious power
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With this general introdnction we can now Po,ss
on to consider the constitution of the Orders in
more detail. The organization of eo,ch is practically the same. The head of o,n Order is the
spiritual heir of its founder, and is called the
Shaikh. In some Orders he is a direct descendant
of the founder; in others he is chosen by the
brotherhood. He is the Grand Master, and has
unlimited power. He is also, as a rule, a man of
considerable diplomatic skill whose influence often
extends beyond the limits of his Order. His
counsels and correspondence are transmitted to
great disto,nce with a marvellous rapidity-" The
voice of the Shaikh influences also all thc tribes
in Algeria. Mystical in form it is difficult for outsiders to understand, but, known as it is by
orientals, it preaches obstinate resistance to all
progress, to all civilization." 1 The Shaikh resides
in one or other of the Zawiyahs belonging to the
Order. As a rule, the Shaikh is the husband of
one wife and only marries a second, when the
first is childless and when his office is hereditary. The Shaikh is supposed to have a perfect
knowledge of the sacred law and to poss~ss skill
in dealing with those who place themselves
under his guidance. He is looked up to with the
equal, a.nd sometimes superior, to that of the Ma.ra.bonts."
Hl1noteau et Letourneux, If Les Ka.byles," Vol. ii, p. 104.
1 Comte de Castries, H L'Istam/' p. 224.
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greatest venemtion; in fact, absolute obedience
to the Shaikh is the very essence of the system.
" 0 my master, you have taught me that you
are God and that all is God," says one disciple.
The founder of the Bas~ol.miyya Order said:
" Glory be to me! I am above all things." The
adoration of the Master too often to,kes the plo,ce
of the worship of God, o,nd the ideal life of a
Darwesh is one which ia in absolute conformity
to the will of the Shaikh. In every word o,nd
in every o,ct the disciple must keep the Master
present to his mind.
Subordino,te to the Shaikh are the Muqaddims,
who act under his orders and have certain functions allotted to them. A Muqaddim is placed
in charge of each Zawiyah. In a diploma conferred by the Shaikh of the Qadiriyya Order on a
l\fuqaddim, the instructions given to the members
of the Order are that they should yield implicit
obedience to the Muqaddim, who has the confidence of the chief of the Order; that they must
not enter upon any enterprise without his knowledge. Obedience duly rendered to him is as
obedience to the Shaikh, who is descended from
the saint of saints, 'Abdu'I-Qol.diri'I-JJIani. The
spirituo,l guide is called a PIr.
From o,mongst the Ikhwan,' or brethren of the
Order, certain persons are selected o,s assistants
1

A modern form of this is Khouan.
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to the Muqaddim. These are kuown as the WakH,
who has charge of the property and funds of the
Zawiyah, and the Raqqab, who is employed as a
courier to carry despatches. In connexion with
the assemblies of the members, the Muqaddim
has the following officials nnder his charge. The
Ch",'ush, or leader; the Maddah, or precentor;
the Q!1\l~ad, or chanters of the elegies: 1 the
'Allam or standard bearers and the Suqah, or
water carriers. All these employments are sought
after by the Brethren, and the occupations attached
to them are performed seriously and as a grave
religious duty.
Then comes the general body of the simple
members of the Order. They are called the
Ikhwan, or brothers; A~l.l!),b,' or companions;
whilst the generic term Darwesh covers all.
Murid, disciple, is a common term and the one
frequently in use.
Outside of all these are what· may be termed
the Associates or the ordinary members, who
are the lay members of the Order. They do not
live in the Zawiyahs, though they are open to

them. Still they are in possession of secret signs
and words, by the use of which they can always
get the protection of the community. They do not
make use of the dhikr, or peculiar religious ceremony, of the Order, but use its rosary. Their
allegiance is often more political than religious.
He who habitually performs the rites of his
Order is looked upon as a Murabit,' or Marabout.
Their origin is said to be as follows: about the
year A.H. 427-A.D.1049 Shaikh Ya!,Jya bin Braham
al·Kedall, a chief of one of the Berber tribes,
returning from the pilgrimage to Mecca stayed at
Qairwan with Abu Amran, a very learned man, to
whom he made known the ignorance of the people
of the (la!,Jara and the willingness of a chief to
receive instruction. At last he found in 'Abdu'llah
ibn Yassin, a pious and austere man, a person fit
for this purpose. Some of the people had been
converted a good while before, but 'Abdu'llah ibn

12

1 An elegy is called lS..\~-qasld",.

'They are subdivided iuto ..,yiJI ...,I""..\-A,l)'\bu'l-

FlloLW:i, or companions of the decree; bW' y~'
A~l;u't.bu'l·Bisa.~, oomprmions of tho ca-rpct i J..6,~' y~'
-A!;'1;lltbu'l.Ashad, companions of zeal; J.t3, y~'
A~l;uibu'l-Yad,

companions of the hand.
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1 This word is said to come from II rabata, II he bound,
from which also comes },iumbit,lll1, the name of one of
the Morocco dynasties, corrupted by foreigners into
Almomvidcs (of. Meakin, II The l\1oorst p. 331). Another
expla.na.tion is that a Murdbip is one II who habitually
lives in a. rib6.p, or a frontier gua.rd~house. Such buildings
were occupied by troops, but pious individuals wishing
to join in a. warr (jihad) a.gainst unbelievers joined them.
Tho word Murabi~, therefore, got the exolusively religious
significa.tion of I devotee' or saint, which appears in the
modern form of Marabout." (Nicholson," A Literary
History of the Arabs," p. 430.)
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Yassfn found them lax in their religious life. His
stern discipline was not acceptable to them and he
almost gave up the work in despair; but Ya1).ya remonstrated with him and said: "You came here
at my request, let us go to a secluded place and devote ourselves to the service of God for the rest of
our days." Accompanied by nine faithful Kedalis,
they retired to an island in the river Senegal where
they built a ribat and gave themselves up to a life
of devotion and austere practices. As a punishment for and as a preventive of sin, they punished
themselves by bodily torture. The news soon
spread that all this was done to obtain Paradise
and a number of people flocked to the rib:\t.
Thus a nucleus was formed of a brotherhood,
bound to severe rules of penance and of strict ob.
ligation to obedience. When about one thousand
persons had joined the community, 'Abdu'llll.h ibn
Yassin addressed them thus: "Is it not your
duty to fight those who refuse to submit to your
doctrines? " "Command what ever you please"
said his disciples. Then, "Return to yom own
people and urge them to be converted. If they
refuse, we will make war on them till God shall
judge between us. He is the best of judges."
The tribes were still obstinate and so force was
employed and in the end the people were by
this persuasive argument soon converted. Yahya
was the spiritual and temporal head of these

converts,l and the Marabouts, as his disciples were
now called, made !tn expedition into the $a1).are.,
subjugated the King of Sigilmasa and ravaged the
country far and wide. They thus became a powerful body and under Yusuf ibn Tashfln extended
their conquests, founded the city of Marrakesh
in A.D. 1062 and captured Fez in A.D. 1069, whieh
eity, suceessfully besieged eight times in the first
five hundred years of its existenee, has only once
known a foreign master, when the Turks took
possession of it in 1554 without a siege.
The name Marabout quickly became synonymous with that of Waif, or saint, to whom prayers
might be addressed and offerings made.
The credulous believe that the Marabout can
cure all evils and bless every enterprise. If he
produces catastrophes, brings epidemics and condemns the sinful to eternal fire, he can also assist
the weak, protect the great and strengthen the
faith of the humble. They believe that from his
sanctuary the Marabout sees, hears, knows all
things, and brings to nought the plans of those
who are careless about religion. All this he does
by a marvellous supernatural power, as a true
saint, as an intermediary between God and man,
as thc depository of the Qur'anic lore.

14
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1 'Abdu'lldh died in A.D. 1059, but the work he began
continued to grow a.nd groat numbers of tho Berbers
became Muslims.
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The growing power of the Ma,rabouts marked a,
distinct phase in the evolution of Islam in Africa.
M. Albert Reville sa,ys: "If humanity at a oertain
moment 01 religious development needs human
gods, it is perhaps in Mul;ll1mmadanism that this
idea draws most of its force and appea,rs most
evident. In any case the Ml1rabouts ha,ve pla,yed
and still play marvellously well the part of human
gods. Their success depends entirely on the
fundamental idea of the Musalman religion that
man is powerless to find the right wa,y-the truth.
From that to Ma,hdiism and aga,in to the Maraboutic worship the dista,noe is quickly crossed:'1
The early Marabouts took care to ensure that
their successors should enjoy the ma,terial as
well a,s the spiritual ad vantages of the power
gained over the masses of the people.' The superstition of all classes brings to the descendant of
their special saint gifts for their ad vice. Their
amulets and talismans are used hy, l1nd their

supposed mimcles a,re worked on beha,lf of their
supplicants. Ma,ny sa,intly legends a,rose and thl'
power of the Ma,mbout is viewed with mysterious
",we. In his gmve he is supposed to still possess
the mca.ns of protecting those who venera,te his
memory, and of punishing the forgetful a,nd the
ungmteful, who neither ohey his teaching nor aid
his successors.
There a,re two sta.ges in this religious development in Africa,. First, the Ma.mbouts propa,ga.ted
a,mongst the Berbers the idea, of the sl1nctity of
the saint and of the divine gmce tmnsmitted to the
descendants of the PTOphet, and 'finally moulded
the thoughts of those thus infiuenced by them.
In political life, therefore, the power of the Ml1rabout plays l1 distinct pl1rt. Secondly, comes the
religious Brotherhood. Though apparently respeeting the positions conquered by the l\1a,mbouts,
the Brotherhood goes on, little by little, to gain
gTOund by the practices of asceticism, contempla.tion, hysterical mysticism and the force of ll,
combined association.
The founders of the Orders were strictly orthodox; that is, they not only followed the Qnr'an,
but also accepted the Sunna, the record now preserved in the Traditions of the Prophet's words
and deeds, as a divine rule of £a,ith and pra,otioe.
Certa,in sa,yings of the Prophet himself on this
point were accepted by them as authoritll,tive,
2

1 Quoted by Dopant at Coppolani, If Les Confl'crics Roligieuses Musulmanes," p, 148.
2 The late Bishop Crowther in the OJLS. II Intelligencer"
for 1880, pp. 253-4, ga.ve a. very gra.phio description of tho
work of these men, of the lucrative profession of writing
cha.rms and of some of their methods of propagating Islftm.
One wa.y is :_1{ When childless womon, 01' those who have
lost their children in infancy, a.pply for these oharll'ffi, the
(Muslim) priest a.lways imposes it as a. condition of. success
that the future children must be l\Iul].arnmad3l11s."
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~uch a~,

" Conform to my Sunna. He who follows
that ~hows that he loves me, he who does not
is not a Muslim." The founders of the more
modern Orders follow the special teaching of
some famous theologian, who oan show that his
particular instruction was based on that of men
uf the earliest days of Islam. Their declared
object is, by their efforts and pious practices, to
bring the faithful to the eternal blessing promised
to all who walk in the "good way" revealed by
Q",briel to Muhammad, who has also given to
the founders of the Orders all knowledge coneerning it. The Shaikhs, therofore, can now
lead the disciple on, stop by stop, to a pure and
. moral state, abounding in that spiritual perfection, which draws tho creature to tho Creator.
Thus they maintain that their object in founding
these Orders is the glory of God, the extension
of Islam, and the salvation of men. They elaim
to he able to leD.d thei'" disciples on by successive
stages to such a stD.te that they attain, or at
least approximate to, spiritual perfection.
Then a supernatural origin is also claimed for
many of these Orders. The members glory in
this, the masses of the pooplc freely admit it.
Very often this is connectcd with the legends
abbut al-Khidr (Elias), who is said to have been
the greatest saint of his age and to be still the
intermediary between God and the founder of ,.

THE ORIGIN OF AN ORDER
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Religious Order. As he did not die, he is supposed to be still actively employed and to give
power to tbe religious devotee who attains to
the dignity of Qutb, a term to be explained later.
on. Owing to his miraculous translation, to his
being transported from place to place by the
spirit of God, to his investiture of Elisba with
the prophetic office, it is said that al.Khigr still
retD.ins and exercises great influence with men
who rise to a high order of saintship. To tbem
he unveils tbe future, confers the gifts of blessing
(baraka), and gives supernatural powers (tasarruf).
It is this supposed supernatural character of the
inception of an Order which gives it its great
influence. All the members of it participate in
this blessing, and in the abundance of spiritual
good, transmitted from the founder of the Order,
who entered into secret and direct communication
with o.l-Khidr D.nd with the Prophet. The ShD.ikh
of an Order D.lmost alwD.ys nominD.tes his successor. He summons the chief Muqaddims and as
many of the Murids as he Can conveniently gather
together, and states that, after seeking the guidance of the Prophet, he has chosen a man who
will maintain the traditions of their founder and
the purity of their Order. "Some, however, on
the ground that the Prophet made no regulation
on the subject of succession to supremo power,
leave the election to the Muqaddims. In some

20
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cases the candidate must belong to the family of
the founder of the Order." 1 In Oonstantinople
certain Orders require the Sultan, or the Shaikhu'l.
Islam, to eonfirm the appointment thus made.
The Muqaddims are persons of much impor.
tance, and great care is taken in their selection.
As a rule only such men are appointed to this
office who are acceptable to the brethren of the
Order. One is placed in charge of each Zawiyah
and is a sort of Abbot of a monastery. Besides
these, other Muqaddims are placed in charge of
the various missionary enterprizes, or are engaged
in diplomatic business in the interests of the
Order. In Turkey the Mufti at Oonstantinople
has the right to confirm the appointment of
these men, and the Shaikhu'I-IsIam the power
to remove one from his local charge.
Once or twice a year the Muqaddims meet in
conference and consider questions relating to the
well-being of the Order. The state of each
Zawiyah is gone into, its financial eondition is
examined, and all matters of business are attended
to. The Shaikh issues from the eonference
pastoral letters to the brethren. Amulets and
charms blessed by him are sold.' New members
Rinu, II Ma.ra.bouts ct Khouan," p. 60.
2 Chatelier writing of the Muslims in 'Western Afric8I say!!
that they retain and nse many of the pagan snperstitions,
charms a.nd inoa.ntations. Hypnotism is a.lso pra.ctised by
1
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are admitted into the Order, and when all is
done the members disperse, after receiving the
blessing of the Shaikh. This meeting is called
the J;Iaq.rat, a word which means the Presence.
On his return home each Muqaddim holds a
synod of the brethren of his Zawiyah. lIe entertains them at a feast, and then gives an account
of the proceedings of the conference and reads
the pastoral letter. After this is over, the brethren,
one after another, salute the Muqaddim and
deposit an offering on the tray placed before
them. This synod is called JaW, the Glorious.
I have already stated that these Religious Orders
olaim to be strictly orthodox. Innovation in the
sphere of dogma is considered to be horesy of
the worst kind. They can trace their belief
back through a long succession of holy men up
to primitive times. These lUen are honoured by
distinctive titles, according to their standard of
saintliness.
the religions teachers. Thus the practice of Ishlm, though
not its doctrines, has been la.rgely influenced by its environment. He adds, "In any case the only question is one of
ritual. Islam whioh owes its success especie,lIy to its
adaptability, has yielded in. some mea.sure to the Qustoms of
the country. But fetish beliefs have not been able to influence ita doctrine, for they only exist as forms of ritual
or as traditions} and hase nothing of a. philosophio
oha,racter." (Chlltelier, IC VIslam dans PAfriquc occiden~
t.le," p. 313.)
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The highest rank of all is that of Ghauth,1 a
man who, owing to the superabundance of his
sanctity and the influence of his merits, is able
to be the sin-bearer of the faithful, without in
the least endangering his own salvation. He is
very often, therefore, called the Ghauthu'I-'Alam,
or 'Refuge of the World,' or 'Defender of the
World:
Then come the men of tho next rank who are
called Qu~b,. or Axis. The title seems to imply
that this saint is a centre of influence round
which all the greatness and the real grandeurof the world revolve. He has attained to such
a Jegree of sanctity that he reflects to the general
body of beliovers the heart of the Prophet himself.
The one most pre-eminent in his day is callod
the Qu(.bu'I-Waqt-tho Axis of the Age. He is
the recipient of the special favour of God, by
whom all the affairs of tho lowor and higher
worlds are entrusted to him. All the AuJiy>l;',
01' saints, are subject to him.
It is sltid that
the founders of the Rif>t'iyya, the Qadiriyya, the
Ahmadiyya, and the Barahim Ordors held this
office, and that each one was the Qutb of the age in
which he lived. It is alleged that the Qutb often
appears in the world, but that men do not know
him as such. He has certain favoured stations
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where he appears, such as the roof of the Klll'ba
in Mecca, one of the gates of old Cairo and other
places. On his right and left there are two persons,
called Umana',' the faithful ones. When the Qutb
dies, the Amin on the left hand side succeeds him;
the Amin on the right passes over to the left, and
his place is then taken by one of the Autad. It
is believed that the Qutb oan in a moment of
time transfer himself from place to place; but he
usually wanders about the world, awarding good
or evil, as the destiny of the recipient may be,
through tho agency of Walis, or saints, subordinate to himself.'
The Autad 3 is the namo given to holy men of
Influence in a country, or is applied in a mystical
sense to those who have attained to the stage of
mg,'rifat, the knowledge of God. The term has
somewhat of the meaning of arkan, or pillars, in
the phrase Arkan-i-Daulat-Pillars of the State.
They are four in number.
There are five other persons oalled the Anwar,'
or lights, who succeed to vacant places amongst
the Autad.
, Plural of (:w·l-amfu, a faithful one.
2 Agood account of the superstitious notions which ha.ve
ga.thered round the qu~ub is given in Lane's II Modern
Egyptians," vol. I, pp. 290-4.
3 Plural of .ll,-w.td,. pillar.
• Plural of )f -nur, light.
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THE WALt, OR SAINT

The next in order are the Shuhadli:, 1 or martyrs
of whom there are forty. They are sometimes
called the rijalu'l-ghaib, or absent ones. Eaeh day
in the month they wander over a fixed portion of
the earth, going over it all once in each month.
It is believed that, if a person can on any day of
the month ascertain where one of the Shuhadlt' is,
he ean obtain from him spiritual aid.
Then come the Akhy,;,r,2 a torm signifying excellent men. They are seven in numbor and are
ever on the move, spreading the light of Islltm.
Anothor class are the Abdal,3 the changeable.
Their hearts are so purified that no vice dwells
in them, and so they are said to bo "changod,"
It is supposed that, in consideration of the merit
these men have acqUired, God still preservos and
blesses the world. Thoy are seventy in number,
of whom forty reside in Syria and thirty elsewhero.' When one dies God appoints a successor,
hut no one can recognizo thoso AhdM and no one
knows the exact place where they reside. This is
known to God alone. On the day of judgment
God will summon them to himself. It is said
1

Plural of

~-shahld,

a martyr.

• Plural of p'---khaiyir, a good man.
• Plural of j!.'"'l-badfl, a ,ubstitute.
4 Some authorities givo tho number as forty, of whom
twenty-two reside in Syri" and eighteen in 'Iraq (Cam bOll,
I'Les Ooufreries Roligieuse/' p. 81).
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that every morning they go to Mecca and report
to the Qutb the result of their wanderings.
Then follow the Najib, who is an assistant to
the Muqaddim, and the Naqib or chamberlain;
but these are ordinary human bcings and need no
description.
Wali, or saint, is a title givcn to a holy man
after his death. These saints are highly venerated, and this reverence is based on a verse of
the Qur',;,n: 1 "Verily on tho favourites of God
no fear shan como, neithor shall thoy grieve,"
Tho word for favourites is Auliy,;:, tho plural form
of WalL They aro supposea to possess the power
of working miraclos. Pilgrimagos to their tombs
are very common.
These various classes of holy men aro said to
exist to demonstrate now the authenticity of the
Qur'an ana the veracity of the Prophet. They
are popularly supposed to have great influence
over tho course of events in thc world. It is
said to be by their blessing that fruitful seasons
oome round, that the earth yielas its increase,
that Muslims are victorious over their foes. This
great power they gain by the care with which
they observe tho Sunna, or the truditions of the
Prophet's words and deeds, and by the absolute
abnegation of their own will '1nd wishes.
1

Buratu'l.yunus (X) 63.
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THE TRAINING OF A NOVICE

The Shaikhs, or Grand Masters of the Orders,
lire very skilful in dealing with new converts,
and show great discernment in adapting their
instruction to the various classes of men with
whom they have to deal. On some general points
there is much strictness and sameness. All must
absolutely obey the Shaikh, keep secret the affairs
of the Order, and be loyal to it; but beyond that
the te,whing and discipline varies. A very reli·
gious-minded disciple is directed to observe the
most minute details of the ritual acts of worship,
a superstitious one has talismans and charms
given to him. The mystic finds satisfaction in
the religious ecstasy to which his devotions lead;
the learned and philosophical are charmed with the
religious speCUlations opened up to them; whilst
the weak and oppressed find, as members of an
Order, the support of a powerful association. The
neophyte gains admission to and promotion in an
Order very slowly, and only after a long ascetic
training. At first he is only a Talmidh, a.disciple;
then a Murid; an aspirant; then a Faqlr, poor in
the mystical sense. At this stage he learns that
he possesses nothing, even his existence is liS
if it were not.' He now enters upon the tariq,
or path, and sees visions and has supernatural

revelations. Thus he beeomes a Salik, a traveller
on the mystical road, but many pass on to
still higher stages of life and become MajdhUb,
the attracted-that is, they are powerfully drawn
by God to Himself and are illuminated and inspired. .The life of such an one is wholly spiritual and not material, and the outward rites of
religion are no longer needed. He is so absorbed
in the contemplation of God that he passes on
to the state of taul;lid (unity), and is identified
with the Supreme and so loses all sense of separate
existence.' Not all Darweshes attaiu to these
higher degrees; they are reserved for the few alone.
From all this it will be seen that the initiation
of a novice is a matter of great importance.>

1 A Tradition recorded on the authority of Ma.lik states
tha.t the Prophet sa.id, II the poor will enter Pa.radise before
the rich,"
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I There are thus four stages through which a Mudd may
pass: (1) The Shari'at, or Law, in obedience to which he
mu,t live and the rule, of whieh he must observo. (2) The
':f"a.riqa.t. or pa.th. He may now abandon forms a.nd ceremonies a.nd enter on the mystica.l life. (8) Ma1rifat or
knowledge. He now gains superna.tural knowledge and is
believed to be inspired. (4) Haqlqat or Truth. He has
now reached the sta.ge of unity a.nd becomes one with
God. Few pass beyond the seeond stage.
2 '{ The following is given as a. direction by the Sha.ikh
Sa.misi. When .t~e, a.dept is a. common man, he ought only
grodually to be Initiated in tbe precept; thus only the easy
pra~ers should be taught bim, until his soul is gradually
fortIfied a.nd strengthonod. Then the instruction is increased
by the addition of tho invocations by the Prophet . . . .
When tho results of the practice of the dhikr and of pro.
found fa.ith have removed the impurity of the soul, aud

'.rHE TRAINING OF A NOVICE
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The method differs slightly in some of the Orders;
bnt the ohiof ooremonies and the main principles
nnderlying them have muoh in oommon. The
aspirant for the honour mnst prepare hims~lf. by
a fast , a spiritual retreat, prayer and alms-glvmg.
After he has been instructed for some days III
the general nature of the obligations he will have
to bear , the novice is brought into the assembly
of the Darweshes by two of their nnmber and IS
introduced to the Muqaddim, or to the Shaikh
if he is present. He then swears that he will
be loyal to the Order and will yield absolute
obedience to his spiritual superior. He next
makes a full profession of the creed of Islam
and repeats the names of the seven attributes
of God. He is then admitted into the Order,
a.nd is taught the dhikr, or special form of prayer
nsed by it. The whole assembly then reci,t.es
the F"tihn" or opening chapter of the Qur an,
and thc newly admitted brothel' reoeives from
and gives to each of his brcthrcn the .kiss of
peace. In some Orders the ceremony IS s~on
over; I in others it is spread over a long penod

.

.

whon with tho eyes of the hcnrt one sees nothing in this
world a.nd tho next but tho Only Being, then one mar,
bogin the full pra.yer." (Rinu, II Mara.bouts et Khoua.n,
p.90.)
.
1 II The ordinary inithvtion is soon o,'cr. A dhlkr ?a.sy to
romember is learnt, a.n oath of obedience to the Shoakh a.nd
of the abnegation of all things for the benofit of the Order

of time. In the Mauiawiyya and the Baktashiyya and a few others, the novitiate extends to a
thousand and one days, during which time the
novice has to perform the humblest domestio
duties, and is put to Severe proofs to test his
oapaoity for obedienoe and his spirit of humility.
Absolute surrender of the individual will is neoessary. Thus," thou shalt be in the hands of thy
Shaikh as a oorpse is in the hands of those who
prepare it for burial. I God speaks to thee through
him. Thou art his slave and thou oanst do nothing
without his order. He is a man chosen of God.
Banish from thy heart any thought to whioh God
or the Shaikh might objeot:' Another famous
teaoher says :-" In the same way as a siok person
ought not to hide anything from his dootor, so
thou mayst not oonoeal from the Shaikh thy
thoughts or words or aotions:' "The image of
the Shaikh must be ever present to the disoiple:'
Amongst other means for destroying the sense of
individuality the following is given in the details
of the ritnal of the Naqshbandiyya Order; "The
being absorbed in the spirit of the Shaikh is profitable only to him to whom the eostatio state oomes
The noviee i. hencefor~h beund to loyalty to the
master, who becomes his Bole guide in things temporal a.nd
.spiritual, his intercessor with God, the controller of all his
affairs." (Dopont et Ooppolani, p. 199.)

i. taken.
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naturally. To attain that object, one must engrave in his own spirit the image of his Shaikh
and look upon it as On his right shoulder. Then
from the shoulder to the heart, he will draw a
line along which the spirit of the Shaikh can come
and take possession of his heart." 1
Sometimes as part of the initiation the Shaikh
touohes the head of the novioe and breathes into
his ear the words la ilaha illa'llah, whioh he has
then to repeat one hundred and one, one hundred
and fifty-one, or three hundred and one times.
This is called the talqin. The novice then retires,
spends much time in meditation alone, and falls
into a dreamy condition. This is oalled khilwat.
He has to report his dreams to the Shaikh, who
then breathes a seoond time into his ear the words,
ya Allah, 0 God, and the other names of God.
This goes on for forty days or so, when the novioe
becomes a Murid, or disciple. "In the Egyptian
branch of the Khilwatiyya, a woman is looked
upon as an impure being. The Shaikh does not
touch her, but holds one end of a cloth, the other
end of which the woman holds."
In another
Order, a simultaneous ablution is made. "The
Sbaikh or Muqaddim and the sister plaoe their
hands in a vessel of water and olasp their hands
together. Tbe faoe of the woman must be seen
1

Rinn

II

Mambouts et Rhouau,u p.286.
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only by its reflection in the water. In the
Ral;tmaniyya Order the hand of the woman is not
touched. It is sufficient if she recites after the
Shaikh certain prayers of initiation. Sometimes
the ends of a rosary are held by each." 1
In addition to the duties involved in rennnciation of the world, retreats, watchings and fasting;
the Ikhwan' must observe the zhirat, the hadya
and the dhikr. A zi>\ro.t is a religious visitation
for the purpose of collecting funds when the
A regular
revenue of the Order falla short.
assessment is made which the Muqaddim collects
through the agency of the Oha'ush. The poorer
persons suffer from this, often without a murmur,
saying, "It is to God and not to man" we give.
In Algiers the impost has been, with good resnlts,
regulated by the French Govemment; but in
Morocco, where there are no such restriotions; the
Muqaddim lays heavy burdens on the people.
"The rapacity of the religious chiefs arc a principal
cause of the misery which permanently exists iu
most of the Muslim States. This is especially
so in Morocco, where the representatives of the
religious Orders abound." 3
1 Dopant ot Coppolani, p. 199.
2 II In Northorn Afrioa. they a.re called l{houan.
In tho
East, Darweshes. The Qddiriyya. Order keep the name

Faqlr (poor one). In the Tijaniyya Order tho mombors are
oal1od A~!)ab (companions)." (Ibid, p. 195.)
J

Rinn,

II

Mara-bouts at Khomm, P, 04.
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THE DHIKE

The hadya is an cxpiatory offering made by the
Ikhwan for the infraotion of soma rnle, or the
negleot of some duty. It is also a kind of tribute
which the Muqaddim exacts from the chiefs of tho
local tribes and which few, owing to their fear of
assassination or other injury, are bold enough to
refuse.
The dhikr I is a most important part of the
daily life of a D<1rwesh. There are various forms
of it. It may be recited aloud, in which case it
is calleil ilhikru'l-jali: or mentally or in a very low
voioe, in which case it is called ilhikru'l-khafi.
The NaqshbaniliYY<1 Darweshes adopt the former,
the ChishtiYY<1 and Qailiriyya Orders the latter.
A dhikru'l-jali is as follows. The worshipper sitting down in the usual way shouts ant Allah;
then, sitting as if for prayers, again in a louder
voicc s,~ys Allah; then folding his legs under

him he shouts yet louder Allah. Then sitting
again in the attitude for prayer he shuts his
eyes and shouts la, drawing the sound from
his navel; then he says ilaha as from the head;
and lastly illa'llah from the left side. All this
is callcd a darb, and is repeated hundreds of
times on each oooasion.
The Darwesh, who makes dhikru'l-khafi, closes
his eyes, and then inwardly and slowly says, as
if from his stomaoh, Allahu Bami'un-God the
hearer; from his breast, Allahu Basirun-God
who sees; from his head, Allahu 'Alimun-God
the knower.
He keeps On goi ng over these names baokwards
and forwards, not audibly but mentally, saying
them to himself in an ascending and desoending
soale. Then in a very low tone of voioe, as if
from his right knee and left side, he says Allah:
then he exhales breath and says, whilst so doing,
la ilaha, and then inhales breath saying ilIa'llah.
This .;Jarb is repeated hundreds of times and is
most exhausting. By long practice a Darwesh
attains great oontrol over his breathing, and it
is said of one man that, exhaling his breath, he
used to say la ilaha-there is no god-at the
midday prayer, and inhaling his breath, say
illa'llah-but God-at the a.fternoon prayer.
Thus he breathed out continuously for, at least,
three hours.
3

1 The origin of this frequent a.ot of worship is to be found
in Suratu'I-AJ::l.zllb (xxxiii) 40. 0 Believers! remembor Goa
with frequent remombrance and pra.ise Him morning a.nd
evening "I(

I

SySl ~,':':;";, IpS f;SJ oIl, I,;SJI 1,.,....1

-

0!.ll\

The eommont~tor 'Abdu'nah biu 'Abbas sa)'s that

Ie! \1
~~

I,;SJI

means lj Remember with tongue and heart;" a.nd the,t~;;':
is equivalent to

II

say the n!1llUQ.z."

Tho Da.rwoshes sa.y that

Ir-'.s, frequent, means the frequent reIJ<)tition of the dhikr.
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Sometimes there is also a meditation On certain
verses of the Qur',;,n, as, "He is the First. He
is the Last. Tho Manifest: The Hidden'" "He
is with you wherever you go'"
"We (God)
are closer to him (man) than the veins of his
neck:' 3 "Whichever way ye turn, there is the
face of God" 4 "God encompasseth all things." 5
The dhikr is said to produce union of tho heart
and the tongue in the aot of saying the name
of God, to cause the soul to recover its calm in
the presence of the Shaikh. The mysterious
virtue attached to the rite vanquishes evil desires.
A Murid ought to say a dhikr three times in
one breath and so impress it on his heart, which
is thus kept constantly occupied with the thought
of God. Similar exercises to the dhikr are the
tasbih, or saying subl;1,;,nu'll,;,h-holiness to God;
the tahmid, or al-l;1amdu'll,;,h-praise be to God;
and the takbir, or Allllhu Akbar-God is great.
Muhammad is reported to have said that he who
repeats the tasbil;1 one hundred times morning
and evening will have all his sins forgiven. It
is by the use of dhikr, by khilwat, or retiring
from men for devotional purposes, by tawajjub,
or turning the face towards God devoutly in
prayer, by the muraqabbah, or contemplating
, S("atu·I.Mujildil.h, (IvIL) 3. 'Sumtu'I·Mujadilah, (IviL) 4.
3 Sumtu'I·Qaf, (I.) 15.
4S6ratu·!·B.qamh, (iL) 100.
5S(,mtu'l1.NisD.·, (iv.) 125.
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God wIth fear, by the t~arruf, or mystical spirit.
ualism, that the fervent Darwesh gains the
spiritual internal powers, which enable him to
subdue the will of others. It is said of two
Shaikhs, in illustration of this, that one day
they saw some wrestlers equally matched, and
they determined to will that one particular man
should gain the victory. He did so and then
they willed that the defeated man should con·
quer, and in turn he did so. The mechanical
repetition, consecutive and prolonged, of the few
words in the dhikr natumlly weakens the personal
will of the Darwesh, and deadens his intellect.
It produces a morbid state of mind in which he
is easily and blindly led by the stronger will of
his roligious superiors. It maintains the habit of
discipline and of submission. In fact, the whole
system is now so developed that individuality is
crushed out and the Order is exalted. The will
of the Shaikh is absolute and all venerate him
and implicitly obey his commands.
There are now altogether eighty-eight Religious
Orders.' The first came into existence in the first
year of the J;lijra and the last was founded in
A.H. 1293-A.D. 1876. It is said that the Khalila
Abu Bakr first called men to a sort of common
life. A short account will nOW be given of a
1 The names of the founders of these Orders, with da.tes,

are given by Rinn in

II

Marabouts at Khouau," pp.26-51.
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few of the most important Darwesh Confraternities in their historical order.
The ~idd1qiyya Order takes its name from the
word ~iddiq I-the righteous-a title given to Abu
Bakr, and it exists to this day in Yemen, in Egypt,
and in small numbers in Algiers. Its chief principle is said to be the profound contemplation of
the person and virtues 01 the Prophet. The result
is that they say the Prophet appears to a Darwesh of this Order in times of difficulty, and
in his hours of ecstasy. The joy of this is so
great that it can be known only by experience.
The religious exercises are continued by the pious
members until the soul of Muhammad appears
to them in sleep and in their waking hours,
to nourish them and to lead them on to heights
of spiritual perfection.
The Uwaishiyya Order arose thus: in the thirtyseventh year of the I;Iijra, Uwaisu'I·Karani, who
had lived the life of a recluse, announced that
I Tho Blst4miyya, tho Naqshbandiyya, and tho BaktIlshiyya Orders claim to have dosoonded Irom thel?iddlqiyya
oommunity foundod by AbU Bakr. The Uwalsiyya, tho
Adhiimiyya, the Qadiriyya, and the Sanusiyya ardors
connected themselves with the Khalifa. 'Umar a.nd also

with the Rha,,1ifa. I Ali} to whom a.ll the other Orders look
up as their original bea.d. EllCh Order ha.a its Bilsilah or
cha.in of sucoession, up to ono of these KhaIifas.
I

An ardor is always oaIlod by tho adjeotive formod from
tho namo of its fonnder.
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Gabriel had appeared to him in a dream, and
revealed to him the constitution of an Order to
be started on strictly ascetic principles. Uwais
carried his veneration for the Prophet so far as to
extract his teeth, because Mul;tammad had lost
two at the battle of Uhud. Uwais then required
his followers to do the same. The Prophet had
a great regard lor Uwais and commanded that his
own mantle should be given to him. It was
made of wool with a collar and long sleeves reaohing to the knee. It is said to be still preserved in
Constantinople by a descendant of Uwais. Once
a year it is carried in procession to the Old
Seraglio. The mantles of the Darwesh Orders are
made after the fashion of this-the Khirqa-iSharif. The Uwaishiyya Order has not spread
beyond Arabia.
The first Order with special rules and distinctive
religious exercises is the Alwaniyya, founded by
Shaikh Alwan in A,H. 149-A,D. 766.
He WaS
the first to make formal rules for the initiation of a novice and to regulate the duties of the
spiritual direotors and the Murids. The whole
system in its present form may be said to date
from tho time of this Shaikh.
The Bistamiyya Order Was founded by a Persian about A.H. 261-A.D. 874 and traoes its connexion up to the Khalifa 'Ali. Sufi doctrines are
taught in it. AbU Bayazid Bis~ami, its founder,
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THE QADIRIYYA ORDER

is looked up to as a saint by the Shaikhs of
many of the most famous Orders.
'1'he Qadiriyya, founded by 'Abdu'I·Qadiri'I·Jilani,
who died in A.H. 561-A.D. 1165, is one of the
largest and most respected Orders. 1 Other Orders
have arisen out of it. The banner and the turbans
of this Order are white. A rose is worn in the
cap. It is found in the northern parts of India
on the one side and in Algiers on the other. As
early as the fifteenth century it was introduced
into Western Africa, by emigrants from Tuat. A
settlement was formed at Walata, but being
driven from that place the Order moved on to
Timbuktu. The great revival of religion at the
beginning of the nineteenth centUl'y, probably due
to the Wahbabi movement in Arabia, stirred up
the membcrs of this Order to great activity'
Shaikh Si Ahmad ibn Idris, a man of great repu·
tation, was then the chief of the Order. He
sent in 1835 one of his disciples, Muhammad
'Uthmanu'I-Amir Ghani, to the Nile region where
he enrolled many Muslims in the Order and proceeded to Dongola and then to Kordofan. In
the latter country he stayed until his death in
1853 l1nd gl1thered ml1ny pl1gl1n tribos into tho
fold of Islam. Theso he formed into l1 neW
Order, cl1lled the Amirghl1niyyl1.

In their innumerable l:awiyahs the brethren of
the Order plMe much trust in their mysticl1l
ceremonies l1nd seek in the hl1llucinl1tions of the
ecstl1tic stl1te to realize all their aspimtions. This
has been thus described :-" at each moment of
the day and night their thought strives to cross
llpace, to perceive the Unknown. Their lips
repeat the dhikr revealed to 'Ahdu'l-Qadir and,
with half shut eyes l1nd the rosl1ry slowly moving
between the thumb l1nd forefinger, they invoke
the Supreme Being, l1nd listen to the beating of
their hearts, as if they expected an inward revelation of the Divine spirit-the beginning of the
beatific vision. Softly they rise and bow and ml1ke
their ablutions, take a frugl11 meal and return to
crouch in the same spot, still with the same ten·
llion of mind, awaiting the psychological moment
when the divine breath will visit their purified
minds." 1 On Friday they gl1ther together in
llilence and concentrate their faculties on a single
idoa, tho majesty of God. Seated in a half circle
before the Shl1ikh or Muqaddim, with legs crossed
and the fingers of the open hand spread on the
knee, they recite in unison many hundreds of
times thc dhikr compiled by thcir groat founder.
The dhikr of this Order is l1 very long one. The
novice, however, on admission has only to add to
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1 An excellent 31ocount of the founder is given by S. D.
Margolionth in the R. A. S. J. for April, 1907, pp. 267-306.

1

Depont at Coppolani, p. 156.
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the namaz, or five obligatory prayers, the repetition one hundred and sixty·five times of the oreed,
I.. ilaha illa'llahu. One form used by the most
spiritually advanced members is to recite the
FatiJea. with the intention that the reward for it
shall go to the Prophet and to 'Abdu'I-Qadir; to
repeat one hundred and twenty-one times the
words, "0 God, bless our Lord Muhammad and hi»
family"; then one hundred and twenty-one time»
"Glory be to God. Praise be to God. There i»
no god but He.
God is great. There is no
power except in the Lord Most High"; then
one hundred and twenty-one times "0 Shaikh
'Abdu'I-Qadir, something for God"; then one
hundred times Suratu Ya Sin (xxxvi); then
forty.one times Suratu'I-Jinn (Ixxii); then one
hundred and twenty-one times Suratu'n-Nasr
(ex); then eight times Suratu'I-FatiJea; then
once St\ratu'I-Ikhlas (cxii); and finally three times
the words, "God bless the Prophet."1
All this must be done with great precision.
The Shaikh gives the signal for prayer, control»
and corrects the movements. Then slowly all
turn their faces to the right and, with an admirable
I

To each dhikr the following words aro added:-

.In ;U-<-' and ,.alll c.s"'~\ ...,.:-'1' ~ \;..."..

..u\ J..

Rum) "Marabouts et Khouan ," p. 184.
A special attitude in FJraycr is adopted by members of
this Order. Ibid, p. 185.
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cadence, say Allah, then they turn to the left and
say Allahu, then they bow their heads and say Allahi.
They go on repeating this again and again, each
time increasing the pace of their utterances, until
wearied and exhausted the words die on their lips,
they become almost senseless and feel a delirious
vision filling their minds. They seem to catch a
glimpse of Paradise and beside the throne of the
Almighty appears their great Master, I Ahdu'lQadir, in saintly glory. This goes on year in year
out until they think they reach the highest stage
of absorption in the Divine. To the multitude
they are as men gifted with supernatural powers,
exo~cists, visionaries, miracle workers, though in
re~hty tbey are either self·deceived mystics with
minds unbalanced, or pretended saints of doubtful
character. These ecstatic practices were introduced into the Order by its founder. They are
denounced by the 'Ulama as contrary to the
Qur'an and the Sunna and are looked upon as
profane,
This Order is widely dispersed and is One
of. the most tolerant. It endeavours to get on
w;th rulers and with men in high positions; it
stimulates their charity and seeks their aid.
The authority exercised by the Shaikh is very
complete, At the time of the initiation of a
novice, the Shai'kh taking his hand and placing it
between his arms, says :-" In the name of' God
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most merciful, most clement. I believe in God,
in His angels, in His book, in His Prophet, in the
day of judgment, in His decrees, in His favours,
in His punishments, and in the resurrection from
the dead." To this the novice replies :-" I am
a Muslim, and I am confirmed in my worship
and in my faith. I purify myself by a sincere
repentance, from all my sins. I repudiate all
heresy. There is nO god but God, and Muhammad is His servant and apostle. It is from him
I receive admission into this Order. I take the
oath of fidelity. I engage to obey all the divine
laws, to do all things as in the sight of God, to
accept what He may be pleased to send me and
to thank Him for troubles which may oppress
me." Other ceremonies follow and a long list
of questions is put,! after which, when they have
been satisfactorily answered, the novice is admitted into the Order.
All throughout the Western SUMn, a hundred
years ago, small and scattered communities of the
Qadiriyya were to be found. Then stirred up by
a missionary spirit, they became active amongst
their heathen neighbours and since that time
have made great progress by their pacific propaganda. In fact, this Order and that of a more
modern and a warlike one, the Tijaniyya, have
been the principal agents in the extraordinary
1 Rinn, H}.'!ara.bouts et Khouan," pp. 190-196.
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advance of Islam in the Western and Central
Slidans in modern times.' As-Sanusi was once one
of the members 01 this Order. 'Abdu'l-Qadir, its
founder, is represented as being a man of large
heart and charitable feelings, and his Order was
founded "not only to improve by its mystical
teaching the corrupt morals of Muslims, but also
to relieve the miseries of men, to comfort the
afflicted and to aid the very poor by alms." One
of the Muqaddims of the Order has said that "if
God had not sent Muhammad to be the seal of the
prophets, He would have sent 'Abdu'l-Qadir, for
he, by his virtues and charity, most of all men
1 Th~ ~ c?nfirmed by the latest writer on the subject,
v.:ho wrltm~ In ~8~9 sa.ys :-" By the instruction which thoy
gIve to theIr dISCIples, by the colonies they found on every
,side, the Darweshes multiply in the Suc1l.ns their centres of
aotion." (ChateIier, II L'Islam dans JIAfriquo Occidentallc,"

p.254.) The Rt. Re,'. Bishop Johnson writing in December 1002 of tho city of Benin, says: If A Mosque ha.s been
erected there and the I\lulta.mmadan call to prayer is heard
.and both there and at Ward and at Sa.pela proselytiZing
work is going on. Already some Benin young men have be~
como Muhammadans" (C.bLS. Intelligenccr, Fcbruary 1308,

p. 115.) The Synod of Western Eqnatorial Africa met on
May 4 to 7,1908 and amongst others passed the following
resolution, 'j That the rapid growth of Muhammadanism in
the Yoruba country calls for serious and prompt action on
the part of the Church." Speaking of the succcss of the
·QMiriyya Darweshes in parts of Algiers, the French Slldl\ll
and Senegal, a. French authority says of the converts:If The apostlcs (Darwesh missionaries) become their masters
spiritual and temporal, veritable princes and a.t the sa-me
time priests and warriors II (Depont et Coppolani, p. 311).
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THE RiFA'IYYA ORDER

resembles Jesus Christ." He is oalled the Saint
of Saints, the Qutbu'l-Qutllb, and the Ghauthu'lA'zam-the greatest defender. H is said that his
soul hovers now between earth and heaven, and
that God always answers bis prayer made on
behalf of others. No saint equals him in the
power of working miraoles, nor are suoh marvellous
stories told of any other.
The offioe of Shaikh is
hereditary. If the son is a minor when his father
dies, the Ikhwan appoint one of their number to
aot for him until he reaghes the age of twenty.
The Rifa'iyya, often oalled the howling Darweshes, belong to an Order founded by Ahmad
ar-Rifa'i of Baghdad who died in A.H. 578-A.D.
1182 and was buried in the prinoipal Zawiyyah
of the Order, situated in a town in 'Iraq. He
was a nephew of 'Abdu'l-Qadiri'l-Jilani and is
oonsidered to have been a theologian of great
repute. The banners, mbes and turbans of this
Order are blaok'! The members of the Order
make fires which they extinguiSh by rolling on
the burning poals, and they even eat live ooals
and glass, and swallow serpents, or appear to do
so. In Meooa their agents are active, and they
are very hostile to Europcans. Lane desoribos "'
soone he witnessed in Cairo thus: "A Darwesh
took a large pieoe of live coal, plaoed it between

his teeth, and kept it there; then drew it on
his tongue, and, keeping his mouth wide open
for two minutes, violently inhaled and exhaled,
showing the inside of his mouth like a furnaoe
and breathing out sparks. Having ohewed and
swallowed the ooal he sat down, without apparently having suffered any pain." 1
In the oourse of years these Dl1rweshes have
been sOl1ttered I1bout in the East, I1nd hl1ve formed
distinot groups. In reoent YOl1rs the ohief matter
of interest oonneoted with them is that there is a
movement towards union amongst tho soattered
branohes. This hl1s been mainly brought about
by the influence of Abu'I-Hauda, a great friend of
the present Sultan of Turkey, 'Abdu'I-J;.Iamid II.
who has made the members of this Order and
the grand Sharif of Mecca agents in the recent
pan-Islamic movement. "Under the powerful
direction of Abu'I-Hauda the Riftl,'iyY'" Dl1rweshes
seem to recover thoir spiritual homogeneity and
become, at the same time, the sworn enemies of
progress and civilization, the unscrupulous executors of the designs of the Ottoman Porte.'"
This gives the Order a political importl1nce.
Tho Chistiyya Order WI1S founded by MU'inn'd-

1 For the special pra.yers used by this Order, see
Darweshes," by Brown, pp. 114-124.
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1 Lane, /I Modern Egyptians," vol. ii, p. 190, see also
vol. 1, pp. 305.7.
'Depont et Coppolani, p. 327. On the other hand C
Snouck Hurgronjo, whilst admitting tha.t the centre of' th~
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THE SHADHILIYYA ORDER

din Chisti, who was born A.H. 537-A.D. 1142.
He died in Ajmir in India. His tomb is a
very favourite place of pilgrimage. He was a
disciple of 'Abdu'l-Qadiri'l-Jilani. The memhers
of this Order are mostly Shi'ahs. They arc fond
of music and perform the dhikru'l-jali.
The Suharwardiyya Order was founded by
Shahtlbu'd-diu as-Suharwardi, who died in Persia
about A.H. 623-A.D. 1226, The majority of its
followers are still found in Persia, but its influence has been felt elsewhere. The teaching of
as-Suharwardi was highly mystieal and dealt with
the deeper aspects of Sufiism. Now, it is not so
much an Order as a sehool of mystie philosophy
which has had a great influence on the teaching
of many of the African Orders and fosters the
growth of fatalism amongst them.
The Shadhiliyya Order was founded in A.H.
656-A,D. 1258, and is spread through most
Muslim lands. It flourishes in Egypt and in
Algiers. It has given rise to many branches
which now form sepamto Orders. Its doctrines
are held by almost all the model'n Ordel's. The
SlLm\siyya al'e affiliated to it. A famous telLcher
Abu l\fadian al-AndlLlusia, who was born in Seville

in A.D. 1127, a disciple of 'Abdu'I-Qadiri'I-Jilli.ni,
brought the mystioal teaching of his master into
Northern Africa, whilst his disoiple, 'Abdu's-SaIam
taught it in Western Africa, He too had an
earnest follower, Sidi Abu ~'lasanu'sh-Shadhil who,
oarried on the propaganda both in Northem and
Eastern Afrioa and in Egypt. AbU Madian added
to his great knowledge of mysticism, a modesty
of manner and a ready eloquenoe which helped
to make him one of the most influential men of
his age. The early ohiefs of the Order, worthy
disciples of their great master, took little interest
in worldly affairs, diligently disseminated his
teaching and were really the heads of a mystical
philosophioal sehool. One of the instructions of
Shadhil was "obey your Shaikh before you obey
your temporal sovel'eign." Abu 1;Jasanu'sh-Shadhil, a man of great reputation as a mystio,
moralist, jurisoonsult and theologian gave his
name to the Order. He was born in A.H. 593.
He was a good example of a Muslim mystio and
his followers were looked upon as excellent Sufis.
He said to his disciples, "You will not smell
the oaour of sanotity until you are detached from
the world and from men. He who desires glory
in this wodd and in the next should accept my
teaching. Then he will reject from his heart
all that is not God, will seek nothing, will love
nothing but God, Hear him who calls you to
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Pa.n~Isl8.mic mo\"ement is in Mecca., doea not think tha.t
the Grand Sh::trff a.nd his assistants play any groa.t part in
it. He also thinks that tho influence of the Religious
Orders in this matter is over-rated (" Revue de l'Histoiro
des Religions 1I tome, quarante-quatrieme, p. 281.)
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THE NAQSHBANDIYYA ORDER

peace, not him who calls you to hattIe. God has
given me a register in which my companions
11nd their disciples are enrolled and will be sheltered from hell·fire." He was known in Morocco
and his popularity so influenced the 'Ulama. of
the University of al·Azhar in Oairo that he was
looked upon as the spiritual Master of confraternities in Mecca, and wise men and philosophers
of both these cities highly regarded him as an
eloquent doctor, an imcomparable master.
When he died he left no heir. He appointed
no successor, but the brethren retained his name
and the SMdhiliyya soon occupied the front
rank of the existing Orders. In the course of
time it gave rise to many other Orders which
form distinct groups, tinged, however, with the
mysticism of the older one. Some of them have
made practical changes, and devote less time to
mystical studies and more to practical ones; but
they noW fonn a very great social and religious
power.
The Maulawiyya, often called the dRoncing
Darweshes, are the most popular Order in the
Turkish Empire where they are known as the
Mevlevi Darweshes. There are no Za.wiyahs of
this Order in Algiers. These men are famous
for their music and their mystic dance, which
consist chiefly of whirling round and round.
This is said to represent the reVOlution of the

spheres and also the circling movement of the
soul, caused by the vibrations of its love to
God. They say their prayers in silence, sta.nd·
ing up and turning round from east to west.
Their religious performances are to be seen in
Oonstantinople and in Oairo. The Order was
founded by Maulana Jalalu'd·dln Rumi who died
in A.a. 672-A.D. 1273. It is a very wealthy
Order. There is in it a singular union of austere
practices, political obsequiousness to the Sul~an,
and frivolous ceremonies'! The Shaikh of the
Order must be a descendant of its founder. The
office is hereditary and so the marriage of the
Shaikh is obligatory.
The Naqshbandiyya Order was founded by
Mul;mmmad BeM'u'd·din Naqshbandi who died in
Persia in A.H. 7l9-A.D. 1319. He was a man
of learning and piety and a ~Ufi. At first he did
not wish so much to form an Order as to gather
together an association of religious people, who
might meet for prayer without much outward
show or special rites. He held that "The exterior is for the world; the interior for God";'
but the association grew into a very large and
important Order which is found chiofly in Central Asia and in Turkey, but is little known in
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THE QALANDARIYYA ORDER

Africa. It attracts men Of high social position
and of learning. They generally perform the
dhikru'l-khafi, or silent devotions, and are moderate in their mysticism. In addition to this each
member must daily recite the istighfar, or prayer
for forgiveness, once; the sallimat, or prayer for
peace, seven times; the Flitiha seven times;
Suratu'l-Inshirah (xciv) nine times; Suratu'lIkhl~ (cxii) once, and then the appointed dhikr
an indefinite number of times. The conformity
of its teaching to that of the I{halifa Abu Bakr,
the dignity of its outward ceremonial, the high
class of persons affiliated to it are amongst the
causes which give this Order a very high place
in the esteem and regard with which other Darweshes look upon it.
The important Orders, the Q8.diriyya, the Rifa'iyya, the Maulawiyya and the SMdhiliyya, were
formed at a time "when, through the influence of
Ghazali, Sufiism had won for itself a secure and a
recognized position in the Muhammadan Church.
Orthodoxy was forced to accept the popular saintworship and to admit the miracles of the auliy>i:,
although many Muslim puritans raised their
voices against the superstitious veneration which
was paid to the tombs of holy men, and against
the prayers, sacrifices, and oblations offered by
the pilgrims who assembled." 1

The Qalandariyya, l or wandering Darweshes,
were founded as an Order by 'Ali Yusuf Qalandari,
a native of Spain,' who died in A.H. 724-A.D. 1323.
He was a disciple of Jalalu'd-din Rumi and of
J;[aji Baktash and was also, for a while, a member of the Chistiyya Order which he afterwards
left and founded an Order of his own. He travelled much and finally settled down at Panipat,
where pilgrimages are made to his tomb. The
statutes of the Order oblige its members to live
on charity, to be always on the move, and not
to amass wealth for themselves. They are practically ~ufis. The Order exists in India, Persia and
Turkcy. Their dhikr contains a prayer for the
founder and certain passages from, the Qur'an,3
repeated many times, and concludes with the
durud, a prayer for blessing on Mul;iammad and
his family, which is said twice. The Qalandar
Darwesh is a well known character in Eastern
tales.
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1 Tho word Qalanda.r is a.lso used for a. ma.n who nead
not be conneoted with an Order. He may bo s sort of
unatta.ched wandering friar. Suharwardi says that they
are persons possessed of an intoxicatioll, whioh they call
peace of heart and that, they are men who totally dis.
regard the ordinary rules a.nd customs of society.
2: Some authors say he was horn at Panipat in Hindustan.
3 The Fati1}.a, or the opening chapter, of the Qur'an;
Suratu Ali 'Imrd.n, ii. (256), three times; Su·ratu't·Tatfif,
(lxxxiii), three times: Sumtu Yusuf (xii), ten times: then'tho
durud (prayer for MuJtammad and his descendants) twice.
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THE BAKTASHIYYA ORDER

The Baktashiyya Order was founded by Haji
Baktash, who died in A.H. 738-A.D. 1337, and is
famous in Turkey owing to its connexion with
the Janissaries.' It is very popular with the
army still. The symbol of the Order is the
mystic girdle which is put On and off seven
times. Thc Darwesh in so doing, says :-1 tie
np greediness and nnbind generosity; I tie up
avarice and nnbind piety; I tie up anger and
unbind meekness; I tie up ignorance and nnbind
the fear of God; I tie up passion and unbind
the love of God; I tie up hunger and unbind
(spiritual) contentment; I tie up the influence of
Satan and unbind the influence of the Divine.
The symbolical nnmber of the Order is twelve,
and so each of its communities contains twelve
elders, to whom special duties are assigned. The
esoteric doctrines held by these Darweshes are a
curious mixture of pantheism and materialism
and are thus described, "Each human soul is a
portion of divinity which exists only in man.
The eternal soul, served by perishable mediums,
constantly changes its dwelling without quitting
the earth. Morality consists in enjoying the good
things of earth without injury to ",ny one, what·
ever causes no ill to a person is lawful. The
wise man is he who regulates his pleasures, for
joy is a science which has dcgrees, made known

little by little to the initiated. Contemplation is
the best of all joys, for it belongs to the celestial
vision." I Orthodox Muslims now look with disfavour on this Order. This has been attributed
to the influence of the IjIurUfi sect' amongst·
the BakMshiyya Darweshes.
In 1871-2 some
Baktashis published a IjIurufi work which was
severely condemned by the orthodox 'Ulama.
Gibb says that the IjIurufis were antinomians
who, believing themsclves to be identical with
God, looked upon the moral law as not binding
upon them. He adds, "such beliefs may lead to
no practical evils so long as they are confined to
saints and sages; but when they are proclaimed
openly to all classes of society, and when, in addition, the promised Paradise is declared to be
here in this present world and the Houri-brides
to be none other than the beauties of earth, the
flood gates of social anarchy have been tiung
open. Here we have the real cxplanation of the
relentless hostility shown towards the I;Iurufis." 3
This sect originally Persian is now unknown in
Persia. It exists in Turkey and is strong in
Albania, where, it is said, the Baktashiyya Order
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Rinn, II Mara-bout.s et Khou~m,n p. 37.
For an acooun~ of this ourio~s sect, soo articles by
Professor Browno, R. A. S. J., January 1898, pp. 61-94;
R. A. S. J" July 1007, pp. 533-40; a.lso Gibb 1 If OttolUnl1
Poetry,"' '01. I, pp. 338-42; 353-5 j 373.
3 Gibb, I, Ottoman Poetry," vol. I, p. 387.
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THE KHILWATIYYA ORDER

has also eighty thousand lay members, supposed
to be more or less connected with the political
disturbances in that region.
The initiation of a Baktashiyya Darwesh is made
in secret. He is deprived of nearly all his cloth·
ing to show that he makes a voluntary sacrifice
of the world and its wealth. With a rope round
his neck, he is led into the assembly and, as a
slave, begs the Shaikh to pardon his sin. He
then goes through the ritual of initiation. The
Shaikh whispers in his ear the secrets of the Order
which he is charged most solemnly never to
divulge. A special sign is made known to him
by which all the memhers of his own Zawiyah,
or Takya, can recognize him.
The origin of the Khilwatiyya Order is traeed
to Brahimu'z·Zahid, who lived about the middle of
the fourteenth century A.D., but it was bronght
into notice by Si Mul;1ammadu'I·Khilwati and still
more especially by 'Umaru'I·Khilwati,· who died
in A.H. 800-A.D.1397. In Turkey and in Egypt he
is looked up as the practical founder of the Order.
Influenced by the ascetic practices and the doctrines of the Qadariyya Order, he fasted long and
lived in strict retirement (khilwat). 'fhe practice
of holding "retreats" is still kept up as a custom
derived from the Shaikh. In the Zawiyahs of
the Khilwatis there are a great number of oells
where the brethren shut themselves up for stated

periods, often for forty days, in solitary seolu·
sion for contemplation and prayer. The sense of
hunger, thirst and isolation disappears; the idea
of existence vanishes, and they say their sonls
are rapt in the contemplation of the Divine. In
imagination they hear the voioe of God and see
the angels who are near to him. The ultimate
goal to be desired is the annihilation of individ·
uality by the absorption of the individual into
the essence of God. They pray for the welfare
of all Muslim people and in Turkey and in Egypt
for the State that it may be preserved from all
temporal evils.
In the eleventh oentury of the Hijra, a number
of the Khilwatiyya Darweshes went forth from
their Zawiyah in Egypt and built many monasteries amongst the ruined ones of Christian monks.
They settled in Persia, Arabia, Khurdistan, Turkey, SY"ia and Northern Africa. Many other
Orders have branohed out from this one.
The initiation of a neophyte is long and to him
the great merit of solitnde is highly extolled. It
is said that the Prophet in speaking to 'Ali laid
great stress on this habit and that, through a long
line of men, this teaching of Mul,lammad was
handed down to the Founder of the Order. The
Tradition is that one day 'Ali said to the Prophet,
"whioh is the shortost way to the knowledge of
God? " He replied, "repeat daily the name
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of God in solitary plMes, such is the virtue
attached to the invocation of the name of God."
"In what position shall I make the invocation? "
"Close your eyes and say after me 'There is
no god but God' three times."
'Ali did this
fLnd thus the sanctity of the idea of solitude
came down to the Khilwatiyya leaders, who
to the present day have maintained intfLCt the
doctrines and prfLctices of the Founders of their
Order. They observe this solitude with all its
rigours, they keep long and exhausting fasts,
they repeat the dhikr unceasingly in solitude
with a special posture of the body and head.
The old Persian pantheism appears under the
veil of Sufiism. The oath of allegiance to tho
Shaikh is a strict one and is rigidly observed.
Intellectual freedom is crushed out, the mind
is enslaved. Such is the inward condition. Outwardly there is systematic opposition to political
and social progress, persecution of those who
touch, or endanger, the temporal power of the
Order which, from its wide-spread influence and
the sanctity which has gathered round it, owing
to its prolonged poriods of meditation in the
darkness of seclusion. is a grcat antagonistic
element to the cause of civilization and enlightenment. "The very secrecy with which much
of their worship is done tends to produce in men
animated by the same passionate sentiments
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this retrograde political spirit. They have stirred
up trouble in Egypt and many of them joined
the Ma,hdi in the Sudan." 1 It is largely recruited from pilgrims of a,n ascetic tendency
who come to live in the sacred cities of Mecca
.md Madina.
The Orders more recently formed a,re to be
found in Timbuktu, Algiers and Morocco. They
!lore. generally speaking. offshoots from the older
ones, especia,lly from the Shadhiliyya. I give
some a,ccount of the more important ones.
The Bakayiyya, Order ha,s its centre in Timbuktu. It was founded by Ahmad Bakkay, who
died in the year A.H. 960-A.D. 1552. It is an
offshoot from the Shadhiliyya Order and has
much influence south of Morocco. It is entirely
in the hands of the Marabout family cf Bakkay.
In former years its members extended the religion
of IshLm to the extrcmc south of the Sahara and
now the Bakkayis are in many tribes the real
political and spiritual rulers.
Tho Shaikhiyya Order was founded in A.H. 1013
-A.D. 1604. It is named after Sid 'Abdu'I-Qadir
Mu!;>ammad, known as Sidi Shaikh. He was a
lineal descendalilt of the Khalifa AbU Bakr. It is
not so distinctly an Order as others are, but
rather a confederation of individuals. often disagreeing among themselves, but nnited in one
1 Chatelier,

II

Les confrerics MusnlmancB du Hedjaz,

p. 74,
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common bond of regard for the Sidi Shaikh, and
for the spiritual teaching of Hasan ash-Shadhil.
It is powerful in the southern part of Algeria and
its influence is now more political than religious. The distinguished lineage of its Founder,
and the character of many of its leaders, who as
Mambouts died in the odour of sanitity, have
greatly increased and maintained the reputation
of the Shaikhis. At present the aims of its leaders
seem to be directed less to the religious good of
their followers, than to the main taining, for
temporal and political ends, all the superstitious
notions and practices of the Marabouts.
The K",rzaziyya Oraer was founded i11 A.H.
1016-A.D. 1607. The founder, a member of the
royal family of Morocco, had been a Muqaddim
of the Sbadhiliyya Oonfraternity. He taught his
followers to reject reason as it was a guide to
error, to place absolute confidence in the Shaikh,
to meet death boldly and to be ever ready to
fight in the cause of God. The leaders adopted
an ascetic life and assumed a VOluntary- poverty.
This caused them to be held in great esteem.
The Muqaddims are chosen by the members of
the Ordol'. It is spread over the east and south
of Morocco. Shaikh Mulai Karzaz, the founder,
was a patron of the Berbers and of the nomadic
tribes. His Zawiyah at Ka,rzaz was an asylum
for the poor and for those who were oppressed
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by the warlike Tuwariq Tribes. His successors
follow his kindly example and so this Order is
highly esteemed hy the common people. It has
kept the favour of the Sultans of Moroooo and
has also maintained friendly relations with the
French. Its members are soattered over the
Sa1;"i,ra and the Order, if hostile, could from its
head Zawiyah, situated near to TUli,t, give much
trouhle.
The Taihiyya. Order was founded by Mula.i
'Abdu'l!ti,h, who died in A.H. l090-A.D. 1679. The
first Zawiyah erected was at Wazzan where the
chiefs of the Order are buried and whioh is now
a place of pilgrimage. The Sultan of Morocoo
hoped that this Order, founded by a member of
the royal family would be a great support to his
dynasty. The Order is named after its second
Shaikh, Mulai Taib, a man of austere life, devoted
to the interests of his Confraternity. Oonverts
were numerous from the negroes, who became
henceforth free from the danger of slavery. The
Order is inolined to be political in its aims. The
dhikr is long and complicated. Such sentences
as, "I implore the mercy of God, the Almighty;
I celebrate the praises of God; 0 God I give thy
blessing to our Lord Mu\!ammad, his wives and
descendants; There is no god but God and Mu\!ammad is the apostlo of God" are repeated hundreds of times in a day. The very pious members
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of the Order m!l.ke over four thousand recitations daily. The leaders are careful not to offend
men in authority. It is said that some Sultans
have been affiliated to it. The neophytes swear
that they will render implicit obedience to the
Shaikh and obey all the rules laid down for their
guidance. Every year inspectors go forth from
Wazzan to look into the affairs of the different
Z:iwiyahs, to strengthen the weak, to stir up the
zeal of all and to collect money.
The Order has cultivated friendship with the
French, whilst still remaining devoted to the cause
of 1\1orocco. The Shaikh 'Abdu's-Salfm in 1876
wished to be declared to be a citizen of France
and was an admirer of European civilization.
lIe married an English lady, a governess in
the family of a gentleman in the diplomatic
service, and sent his sons to be educated in a
Lycee at Algiers. lIe took no part in the opposition to the entrance of the French into Tuat,
or to their occupation of the surrounding country.
Still, the interests of the Order with Moroeco
is very strong and a French writer says: "We
ought not to lose sight of the possibility of enormous difficulties to our interest from the Taibiyya
Order in Algiers, Senegal and Morocco, should
its Shaikh become hostile to our authorities."
They are said to be rather unfriendly, at least
in appearance, with some of the other Orders,

such as the Qadiriyya, the Tijaniyya and the
Darqawiyya, though this does not prevent their
working with them when an occasion calls for it.
The lIansaliyya Order was founded by Sayyid
ibn Yusufu'l-Hansali, a native of Morocco who
died in the year A.H. 1114-A.D. 1702. It is another offshoot of the Shadhiliyya confraternity.
The founder was connected with a Berber family.
After the pilgrimage to Mecca, he studied for
awhile at the al-Azhar University in Cairo; but
the toil and fatigue he had to undergo in his long
journey home made him forget all he had learnt.
So he led an ascetic life, and spent a long time
in constant devotion at a shrine of a famous
saint, with the result that his memory returned
to him and his vocation was revealed to him
by God. There are many legep.ds about the
marvellous things that happened to him on his
journey. The influence of this Order is very
great amongst the Berhers of the Atlas Mountains ,
a people of an independent spirit, fanatical and
warlike. In addition to the dhikr, the Ikhwan
recite some portions of a famous poem on the
ninety-nine names of God. It is said that if
the Darwesh who recites anyone of these ve;ses
is not in a state of complete moral purity, he
exposes himself to the divine displeasure. On
the next page I give a tranelation of a few verses
on ten of the names.
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o Pardoning

God, I cry to Thee,
Thy pardon to implore.
o Sovereign Lord, subdue thro' me
\Vhoe'cr subverts 'fhy law.
Thy glory, Glorious Being, doth
My feeble strength increase.
o Thou who humblest in tho dust,
Cause lying tongues to cease,
Knowledge and understanding give,
0, Giver of a.ll, to me.
Sustainer, for my sustenance
I look for ease from Thee.
The souls of all Thine enemies,
o Seizer of spirits, seize.
o Scatterer of gifts, increase desire
In bea.uty's devotees.

o Humbler,

humble Thou tho power
Of all who Thee oppose.
o Thou who ra.isest, raise me up
In spite of these my foes.
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The doctrines of the Order are similar to those
of the SMdhiliyya, but Hansali introduced many
austere practices and exaoted rigorous penances.
The mystery which surrounds their teaching
made these Darweshes a dangerous secret association in constant conflict with the Turks until
the French oocupied Algiers. Since then,they
have been loyal to French rule but there are only
five Zawiyahs in Algeria. The prestige of the
Order is high and its leaders have a renoWn for
the devotions and habits peculiar to Darwosh
saintliness. This is, perhaps, the reaSon why the
amulets they prepare have a great reputation
for preserving the wearers in safety in times of
accidents. They are scarce and difficult for a
foreigner to obtain.
Those who carry them
believe that they will be preserved from evil and
that all their enterprises will prosper. Should it
be otherwise, then their faith must have become
weak or some impious hands must have touched
their charm, for its supernatural power is eonsidered to be beyond dispute. Ono of the most
famous charms worn is to protect the wearer
from danger in battle. The following words may
be written on such an amulet, "0 God, if any
one stirs up against the bearer of my present
writing any manner of evil, smite off his head.
Restrain his evil hea~t, brie1\e his tongue and turn
away his eunning. 0 God, let the bearer of this
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writing be in Thy safe-keeping, within Thy favour
which never faileth. Thy safeguard is a strong
tower; Thy protection is mighty; Thy power
irresistable. I seek shelter with Him that hath
power and might and lordship." Various invocations and passages from the Qur'an are also
written.
Another amulet is worn as a protection against
the evil eye, always a source of dread to the
superstitious. After reoiting the praises of God,
these words find a place in the charm, "Let these
be for a hindrance to my enemy, the frowning
forehead, the dazzling flame, the dark night, the
smooth sword, the dry rock. 0 God, tear forth
his eye who would curse therewith, snatch the
evil thought from his forehead and the word
from his tongue. Let his mischief fall upon his
own head, upon his goods and on those most dear
to hiln."
Another charm contains these words, "In the
name of God, the merciful, who sitteth on the
throne beforc which kings bow thcir heads. The
eyes of conquering nations have been closed
in the presence of the believers; they hear not,
they see not. 0 God, ruler of the mighty, of the
proud nations, of the peoples of old, smite with
fearful punishment the man who hath concerned
evil against me. 0 Thou who smotest the elephant
and sentest against them birds to cast on them
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stones marked with the signet of heaven,) with
Thee we take refuge, for from Thee cometh forth
victory. 0 unconquerable conqueror overthrow
him who has plotted against us. 0 thou who
bearest this writing, I strengthen thee as God
did the Prophet Muhammad."
There is much more written than the brief extracts which I have given. The charms all contain
ascriptions of praise to God, curses on the supposed enemy, protection from evil and the assurance of safety from the special evil against which
the particular charm is supposed to guard. The
authority to prepare and the power to distribute
them adds not only to the renown and the influence of the Shaikhs, but is a lucrative souroe
of income.
The Tijaniyya Order was founded in A.H. 1196
-A.D. 1781 by Ahmad bin Mukhtar bin Salamu'tTijani, who for a time was a student in the important Muhammadan University of Fez. After1 A referenoe to the invasion of Ara.bia. by the Abyssinia-us
who brought an elephant with them, a circumstance 80
remarkable tha.t the inve.sion, the 81rmy Rond the year arc
known as tha.t of the I( elephant:' According to Hishami and
Wtikidi, tho al'my perished from an outbreak of sma.ll~pox,
but the Qur'a.n ascribes it to a miraculous divino interposi~
tion, If Ha.st thou not seen how thy Lord dealt with the
army of the eleph.nt? Did He not cause their str.t.gem
to miscarry? And He sent a.gainst them birds in Books;
clay stones did they hurl down upon them, and He made
them like stubble eaten down" (Suratu'I-FiI [ovJ 1-5.)
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wards, in A.H. 1186, he made the pilgrimage to
Mecca, where he astonished the theologians by his
erudition and knowledge. Five years after he returned to Fez and the idea of founding an Order
began to take shape in his mind; but Fez was a
place too much given up to political and religious strife for such an attempt, and so he moved
further south. In due time he announced to a
small body of devoted followers that the Prophet
had directed him to form an Order, different to
all others.' For instance, no member of it was
permitted, under pain of the severest penalties,
to become affiliated to another Order. An earnest propaganda followed and the Order soon
became exceedingly powerful in Tunis, in the
Saham, the Western Sudan, and even as far as
Timhuktu. The chief Zawiyah was, in due time,
located in Fez under the patronage of the then
Moorish Emperor. The Order has been a militant 2 as well as a teaching one. Haj! 'U mar, one
of its leaders, in 1833 went to Bornu and then

to the Hausa country. He was a man of great
vigour, of considerable learning and very fanatical.
He reproached the ordinary Muslims with their
gnorance and their apathy. Even the Qadiriyya
were too tolerant for him, Later on, under his
influence and by means of his military expeditions
many converts were made and the Order extended
its operations from Senegal to Timbuktu, and as
far south as the hinterland of Sierra Leone.' The
kingdom he thus set up soon became divided into
various smaller ones, but the influence of Islam
remained. Thus, this Order, a result of the active
revival of Islam at the end of the eighteenth
century, has done more to advance the cause of
Mul;1ammadanism in Western Africa than any
other has accomplished, and it is still ll, living
power. "From the mon th of the Senegal to
Lagos, over two thousand miles, there is said to
be hardly any town of importance in the seaboard
in which there is not, at least, one mosque, with
active propagandists of Islam," 2 Since the establishment of French influence in the Senegal and
in the Niger regions the political power of the
Tijaniyya. has declined. The European oocup",tion
of these regions may stay any further political
intluence and development, but so active an Order

1 II The Prophet a.ppeared in grea.t splendour a.nd said,
Aba.ndon all the waoys thou ha.st pursued. Be my vicar
upon t,he ea.rth. Proclaim thy independence of the Shaikhs ,
who have initiated thee into their mystical dootrines. I
will be thy intercessor before God a.nd thy guide before tho
believers, who will be inspired by thy counsels a.nd will
follow thy way.''' (Dopont ot Ooppolani, p. 416.)
2 For an account of its wars and for a deta-iled account of
Raj{ 'Umar's work, see ChateJier, Cl L'Ishim dans l'Afrique
Occidenta.le," p. 167.
I
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2 Blyden, quoted by Arnold in the II rrhe prea.ching of
IsM.m," p. 277.
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mo,y yet give trouble, o,nd its religious influence
is not likely to decrease under the more settled
conditions of these lands.
The two Orders, the Qadiriyyo, o,nd the Tijaniyyo,
ho,ve plo,yed the chief part in the propo,gation of
Islam in the Western Sudan. l Under the Qadiriyya the propagand'" was by peaceful methods.
By the instruction its leaders gave to their disciples, by the colonies they founded, they multiplied
in the Sudan their chief centres of action. The
Order is widely scattered. Its members o,re fourtd
o,s far south as Sierra Leone and in the Upper
Niger regions, "The whole religious movement in
the Eastern Sl\CUn ",Iso has been direeted by the
influence of the Qadiriyya Darweshes since the
first half of the nineteenth century.'"
The Tijaniyya, as we have seen pursued opposite
methods and, so long o,s they had power, won
their wo,y by force. Cho,telier speaks of them as
" ardent aux guerres saintes" o,nd of the Qadiriyyo,
o,s" pacifique et debonnaire." 3 It is, however, said
that of late years the Tijaniyya Order has pursued
peaceful methods more regularly, and that it is
now loyal to the French Government and readily
assists French tmvellers in the Sahara.
The Ral;1maniyya Order was founded by another
native of Morocco, Si Muhammad ibn 'Abdu'r-

Ral;1man, who died about the yeo,r A.H. 1208-A.D.
1793. He was for a while a student in the 0,1Azhar College in Cairo. After this he travelled
and preached in many lands. Thns his fame as
a saint, renowned for his miraculous powers,
preceded his return to his native land. After his
arrival there, great numbers flocked to hear his
preaching and to receive his instruction. This led
to the formation of the Order, which SOon became
a powerful proselytising association among the
Kabyle tribes. The fatwas of the 'Ulama, given
at the instigation of the Turkish anthorities, who
feared this rising power, were unable to check its
growth. At present, the Ral;1maniyya Order is
said to be disunited by the internal rivalry of
its chiefs and to ho,ve thus lost much of its eo,rly
religious spirit. It ho,s now become a politicoreligious society, by nO means indifferent to
temporal advantages, and which is still powerful
enough to require careful observo,tion.
This Order has great influence in the western
Slld.n. It also has in Algeria one hundred and
seventy-seven Zawiyahs, and eight hundred and
seventy-three Muqaddims and one hundred and
fifty-six thouso,nd members. In the chief Zawiyahs
the Ikhwan keep up, by means of relays day and
night, the repetition in a loud voice of the name
of God.
The ceremony of the initiation of a Darwesh

I

Chatelier, II L'Ishtm datos l'Afrique Occidentale/' p. 318.
, Ibid, p. 166.
3 Ibid, p. 166.
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into the Rahmaniyya Order is given as follows.
The Shaikh takes the right-hand thumb of the
neophyte and says to him, shnt your eyes and say
after me, "I seek refuge with God against Sat2,n
the stoned. I ask forgiveness of God. Let us return to God and to His messenger and renounee
sin. God of the worlds forgive the past and make
us better in the future." The Shaikh then tells
him to be silent and says three times, "There is
no god but God," which the person to be initiated
also repeats three times. Then both together
they repeat the Fatiha and invoke the aid of the
Prophet and of the founder of the Order. The
disciple is then directed to obey God and the
Prophet and to say, "Tbere is no god but God,"
three hundred times after the morning and the
after-noon prayer respectively. From the afternoon prayer of Thursday till that of Friday in
each week, the Darwesh must say, "0 God, let
thy favour rest upon our Saviour Muhammad,
his family and his Oompanions and grant them
salvation." The afternoon prayer of Friday must
conclude with a prayer called al·'Ummi (the unlettered), " a God, let Thy favour rest on our Saviour, Muhammad the unlettered Prophet, his fl1mily
and his Oompanions." This prl1yer should be repeated twenty-four times when God will remit the
sins of twenty-four years. The neophyte is then
exhorted to prl1ctice the duties of brotherhood,

to be resigned I1nd to repeat the dhikr of the
Order faithfully. He is told that entrance into
the ranks of the brotherhood is like entering into
the o,rk of Noah or into the home of Abro,ho,m, and
that all who did this obtained salvation, and so
will he in the Order to which he is now to be
o,dmitted,
The Darqawiyyo, Order Wo,s founded by a Sho,rif
of Morocco, Mulai al-'Arbi ibn Al;1mad ibn alJ;fasanu'd-Darqawi at the end of the eighteenth
century. He preached the doctrine of absention
from worldly affo,irs o,nd, during his life time and
that of his successor, the Order kept clear of all
political entanglements; but about the year 1840,
Il. fanatico,l and ambitious man, Si 'Abdu'r-Rn.l;1man
Tuti became the leader, Since then many of the
brethren have discarded the views of their first
Shaikh and hold quite opposite opinions as regards
their relation to worldly affairs. "Most of the
brethren appear inoffensive: in reality they are
very dangerous, we may look upon them as the
precursors I1nd initil1ters of the Sanusiyyl1." J In
Morocco the Order is now distinctly political in
its aims and is in full sympathy with the more
turbulent tribes. Its members are said to have
been largely concerned in many insurrections.
.. In all the rebellions movements in Algiers
and Morocco, we have found the hand of these
1 Frisoh,

U

La Ma.roo, II p. 191.
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frightful sectarics, these men in rags, these puritans of Islam, these fanatical Darweshes." 1
The Darqawiyya Order is now in North-"Western
Africa what the Wahllll.bis were in Arabia. They
will not submit to any yoke and are always in
rebellion against constituted authority whether
"of Arabs, Turks or Ohristians. In 1888 one of its
leaders proolaimed a jillll.d, or sacred war, against
the French. In the opinion of the Turks the
term Darqawi is synonymous with the word rebel.
The chief Zawiyah is at Ferkla, about a day's
journey north-west of Tafilet.
The richer members of the Order content themselves with going to the Friday prayers, the
offering of the hadya, the recital of the special
dhikr and ocoasional re-unions in the Zawiyahs.
I n their outward life they can hardly be distinguished from other Muslims. Other members,
originally from the mountain tribes and poorer
classes pass their lives in wandering from place
to place, chanting the Qur'an and begging for
their daily subsistence. They wear the khirqa, a
mantle composed of many different pieces, sewn
together without any order and often torn as a
sign of hnmility. The investiture of a neophite
with the khirqa is looked upon as a matter of
great importance. It is the sign and seal of the
admission to the Order.

The Madaniyya Order is influenced by the same
spirit of intolerance which is charaeteristie of the
Darqawiyya Darweshes. It was founded about
1820 by MuJ;tammad ibn tIamza aI-Madani, a member of the Darqawiyya Oonfraternity. It very
soon attained to a position of inflnence in Tripoli,
where in the head Zawiyah of Misrata numerouS
proselytes were trained. The Shaikhu'l-Madani
professed to teach the doctrines of the Sha.dhiliyya
and of the Darqawiyya Orders, but his son and
suecessor, Shaikh Ja'far, gradually modified these
and adapted his teaching to the principles which
underlie the pan-Islamic movement, of which he
was one of the originators. He has ever since
been one of its most ardent supporters. His
treatise "The shining light," published in Oonstantinople in 1885 contains a full exposition of
his teaching. In addition to the usual dissertations on the Unity of God (taul)id) and on mysticism (tl1\lawwUf), such as the SMdhiliyya leaders
would give, there is a political section hearing
in the direction of pan-Islamism. Shaikh J a'far
soon obtained the favour of Sultan
. 'Abdu'l-Hamid
.,
who found in him a most useful agent for the
propagation of a doctrine so dear to himself. A
home was founded for the Shaikh in the palace of
Yildiz Kiosk near to his imperial master, to
whom he stood in the relation of grand chaplain.
There are three Madaniyya Takyas, or Zawiyahs,
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in Constantinople. The Shaikh sends forth his
Darweshes into all p£lrts. They seek to inspire
the Shaikhs of the various other Orders with
their political propag£lnd£l. To the Shadhiliyya
they £Ippear as teachers of their doctrines, to the
Darqawiyya as ardent reformers, to the 'Ulama
and to men unconnected with any Order they
extol the power and dignity of the Sultan as
the Khalifa of Islam. In this way they ingratiate themselves with a great number of
people and gain much influence.
They keep
alive a spirit of restlessness and encourage the
hope that all Muslim bnds will be freed from
the yoke of the infidel, and will be rounited
under one great theocmtic rule-- the Empire of
the Khalifa. They are the stern enomies of re£ll
progress and owe much of their power to the
protection of the Government. In Algiers they
find recruits £Imong the Musalmalls employed hy
the l!'rench. They endeavour to win them over
to their views and to employing them as secret
agents. Thore are two Zawiyyahs in Algiers.
In Morocco the Order has not much influenoe.
Its connexion with the Turkish Govormnont is
known, and this discredits it because in Morooco
the claim made by 'Abdn'l-Hamid to the Khalifate
of Islam is not acknowledged. They have a few
Zawiyahs there but their Muqaddims have little
influence, and probably remain in Morooco chiefly
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as spies. In other parts of Africa and in the
Hedjaz they are active and powerfnl. The rapid
development of the pan.Islamic movement owed
very much to the zeal and administrative skill
of Shaikh Ja'f£lr and his disciples of the Madaniyya
Order. In some pl£lces, especially in Barka, the
members of this Order have been £Ibsorbed in
the still more d£lngerous one of the Sanusiyya.
I have now given a brief account of some of
the older Orders and of some of the more modern
ones, which owe their existence to the great wave
of religious revival which, stimulated no douht by
the WahMbi movement in Arabia" passed over the
Muslim communities in Africa and led on to an
active propaganda. Islam as a theocratic system
does not recognize the limitations made by political influences between the various Muslim peoples,
dividing them into different States, and so these
Orders, COmmon to all lands, can at £Iny time
and everywhere exercise a very real influence in
any direction which their leaders may choose.
]'or many centuries Islam has prevailed not
only on the northern coast of Africa but has
progressed in the interior. Still, the great advance
is to be dated from the end of the eighteenth
century, or the beginning of the nineteenth, and
has been m£linly due to the increased energy and
devotion of the Religious Orders. The whole
hinterland from the Red Sea to the Atlantic, £IS
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far south as six degrees north latitude, and the
country on the eastern side of Africa down to the
Portuguese territory is noW more or less under
Muhammadau iufluence. Isla.m has passed also
from the Sudan into the equatorial regions. It
extends from two centres. From the west it has
gone along the Atlantic coast to Senegal, Timbuktu
aud the Hausa laud. :Drom the eastern side the
modern movement began when Si Ahmad bin
Idris, the Shaikh of the Qadiriyya Order, sent out
missionaries, during the early part of the nineteenth century. They won over the Muslim
Nubians who then joined this Order in large
numbers aud, after this, missionary work began
amongst the pagans of Kordufan. This work
was afterwards carried on under the influenee
of the Mahdi, and is now sustained by the great
Sanusiyya Order. These two currents, sometimes more warlike and fanatical; at other times
more social and commercial, are advancing rapidly
into all the pagan l'egions. The presence of the
officials of the great European Powers in Senegal,
Timbuktn, Nigeria and othel' pal'ts may have a
deterrent effect on this oxpansion, fol' trade will no
longer be in the hands of Muslim merclmnts, who,
to their credit be it said, are active Missionades.
One article of eommerce also, that of slaves, will
no longer exist. It has, however, been pointed
out that the improved means of communieation,
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which follow on ol'derly rule in Afdca, in one way
"Mnhamfacilitates the Muslim prop"ganda.
madan North Africa is advancing surely and
ste"dily southwards across the SaMm, which is
no longer the barrier it once was. Instead of
being an unbroken desert, as once thought, it is
now known to contain teeming pagan tribes. A
gre"t range of mountains has hitherto proved an
obstacle to advance, and Mu1)amm"danism has been
kept in check, but with the partition of Africa
amongot the Powers of Europe has come a new
danger: The old mountain-passes are now being
crossed by roads, and the existence of a protective
government is encolll'aging a new activity. The
Qur'an is being brought down amongst the pagan
tdbes "'nd is prevailing. When once claimed hy
the Muslims these tribes will be ten times more
difficult to reach with the gospel." I Another
point is that the Arab slave-dealers have been
overthrown and thus the action of the civilized
Powers has taken away from Islam a great l'eproach, which the pagans who were asked to bccome converts could urge against the Muslim
Inissiona.ries.

Amongst the earlier agents of this extensive
movement are the Fulahs, the most superior
race in the Western Sudan. They are strict
1 The Rov. T. Broadwood Johnson,
June 1008, p. 354.
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Muslims and under Shaikh Danfodio, about a
hundrec] years ago, became a powerful kingdom,
warlike and aggressive. They spread to the west
and to the south, won many of the Hausa people
to Islam, made Sokoto, in 1837, the capital of a
Muhammadan State, then advanced as far as the
Yoruba country and huilt the large city of Ilorin.
Four large, importanL kingdoms in Senegambia
and the Sudin represent the result of Lhe energy
infused into the Fulah people by Shaikh Danfodio. 1 The very rapid growLh of Islam amongst
inferior races is not wholly due to its acceptance
of a low moral sLandard. Its faith is based on
pride raLher than love.
The Muslim convert
prides himself on his superiority as a believer
in the one true religion and is scornful of all
The pagans
other men and all other creeds.
then see and desire to emulaLe this haughLy condescension "'nd, as such a posi Lion can only be
obtained by conversion, they very easily accept
the religion of Islim. Each new converL displays Lhc same feeling of superiority and so, with
increasing "'nd rapid force, the religion spreads
where it has no higher form of faith and morals
Lo conLend againsL. It is natural to every man
1 It is said that he prophcsiccl that his green flag would
bo the pn.ssP0l't to vidory for a hundred yeats. If this
is so, his words havo como true, for the decision that the
Futah country should become a part of the British gmpirc
was made in 1900.
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to desire to become the equal, if not the .superior,
of others, and when " pagan realizes this fact
he is well on the way to become a Muslim.
The Mnslim missionary finds easy access to an
unoi vilized negro tribe for, as Sir Bartle Frere
said, " he oan at onoe oommunioate the shibboleth
of admission to a sooial and poliLioal oommunion,
whioh is a passport for proteotion and assistanoe
from the Atlantic to the wall of China. Wherever '" Moslem house oan be found there the
negro oonvert who oan repeat the dozen syllables
of his oreed, is sure of shelter, sustenanoe and
advioe, and in his own oountl'y he finds himsolf
at onoe a member of an influen tial, if not of a
dominant caste. This seems the real secret of
the success of tbe Moslem missionaries in WesL
Africa." 1
At the same time the rapid proselytism, so
vigorously carried on by various Darwesh Orders
really hinders all sound progress in the long run.
It elevates a pagan race to a certain level. It
puts away Some vices, such as cannibalism and
infanticide, but teaches the converts that slavery,
faoility of divoroe and polygamy are divine institutions, set forLh in God's latest revelation and
enforoed by the command and example of bis latest
prophet. The oonvert is taught that this system
is perfeot and final and he is Llms fixed at Lbi. low
I

Quoted by Arnold, " The Preaching of Islam," p. 280,
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stage oLmoral life. He has no disoontent and,
where that is absent, desire of improvement or of
a higber life is rarely found. Reform implies
imperfechion in Islam and tbat no Darwesb teacber
will admit can be tbe case. Tbe very pride in it
wbich leads men to accept it keeps it stationary.
To admit tbat any other people are tbe equals of
Muslims, or that any creed can possibly be favourably compared witb tbat of Islam is heresy of
tbe worst kind and, wberever Islam is predominant, would raise up a fanatical spirit of opposition. Tbe Darwesh propaganda in Africa is tben
neitber for tbe well-being of humanity, or for
the prospects of civilization. Two French writers,
men who are by no meanS narrow in religious
views, have said, "It is impossible, when comparing the present state of Alden, with its former
state, not to see how evil the influence of Islam
has been, n,nd not to desire that it may shortly
give place to a political system less limited and
less demoralising." I "Tbe mystical and merciless doctrines of Islam are tbe absolute enemies
of all progress. The East remains immobile."·
To return, however, to the FuhLhs, it must be
borne in mind that they never thoroughly occupied
tbe country. Tbey held tbe larger towns but
never subjugated the pagan tribes in tbe moun-

tainous regions. A Fulah army left a district
where it operated a depopulated desert. Every
form of handicraft, every pursuit in life was taxed
-so heavily that decadence soon set in. "Bribery,
corruption and extortion marked the so-called
administration of justice, whilst the multiplication
of l;1arems and the growth of a large class of idle
princes led to nepotism and imposition of tax
after tax to meet the necessities of the rulers
and their idle sons and relatives. No man's life
was safe; common people were killed without
compunction; notables were removed by poison
or secret murder. Trade was paralaysed by extortionate levies and rendered difficult by the
insecurity of the roads." I
The Fulah dynasty as a dominant power could
not have lasted much longer, for the country was
being denuded of its population and enormous
tracts of land had gone out of cultivation. The
overthrow of this evil rule is a great gain to
civilization and humanity. Sokoto, the capital of
the Fulah Sultanate, was easily captured by a
British force in March 1903, and the empire
founded by Sbaikh Danfodio amongst the Rausas
of Nigeria came to an end. A few months lLlter
-the Sult,an a.nd many of his Emirs lost their lives
in the defence of one of the towns. If the spread
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1 Ga.nniers, II La ~:ra.roc," p. 87.
2 Frisch, II Le Maroc," p. 47.

1

U

Blue Book on Northern Nigeria," No. 409, 1903, p. 20.
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of Islam amongst pagan races had really conferred
all the blessings some persons claim for it, if the
Fulah rule had been of any real service to the
country and its people, then the easy conquest of
the Sultan of Sokoto would have been impossible;
but it was a cruel, despotic rule and slave raids·
had rapidly depopulated the countl·y. Fifty years
ago the traveller Barth estimated the population
at fifty millions. This was probably too high, yet
the fact that now there are not more than ten or
twelve millions shows the ruthlessness of Muslim
rule in this fair land. Chronic disorder and constant warfare has been the distinguishing mark of
Fulah rule, "nd this has led to the hatred of the
still unconverted pagans to their late rulers. Had
they been loyal to the Snltan, it would luwe been
impossihle for a few British officers, with a snll~ll
hody of trained ancl clisciplined native troops, to
have overthrown a comparatively powerful ruler
ancl his government. Ishtm under Fulah rule
failed to ma,ko the pagan people ha,ppy, pea,ceful
br prosperous, ancl so it justly came to "n encl.
The most recent and, indeed, the chief present
propaganda is ca,rriecl on by an Order which surpasses ,oil the others in it" power and its influence;
an Orcler, which specially sets itself against all
western and modern civilization and is a,bsolutely
hostile to all progress, whether it comes from a,n
European or from a, Musa,lman source. It thus

constitutes a very real danger. It is that of the
'
Samlsiyya, founded by Si Mul;mmmad bin Si 'Ali
bin Sanusi, who was born in the year A.H. 1206A.D. 1791.
He belonged to a noble family and
cl"imed to be descended from the Kha,lIfa 'Ali, the
son-in-law of the Prophet. The name by which
he is usually known is that of Sha.ikh Sa,nus!.
He was a native of Algiers, where he spent the
early part of his life. At the age of thirty he
went to Fez, and for about seven years studied
Mul,lammadan law a,nd theology under the most
famous teachers there. In a, Zawiyah of the
Taibiyya, Darweshes he became acquainted with
the philosophy and the mysteries of the Shli.dhil·
iyya, Order. He then returned to Algiers just
before the French occupied that country. Whilst
there he wanderecl about as a religious teacher
and so spread his views amongst a. number of
people. After a while he made up his mind to
proceed on the pilgrimage to Mecca., a,nd took the
opportunity of conversing with learned men at
the severa,l places at which he sta,yed on the way.
He was also initiated into some of the Religious
Orders. He intended to make a stay of some
length in Cairo, in order to study at the famous
Theologica,l College of a,1·Azhar; but, in some way
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1 II The predomina.nt fa.ct in the evolution of IsIam at
the presont time is the formation of the new Order of the
Sanusiyya." (Chatelier, "Les Ooulreries Musulmanest
p.12).
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or other, he gave offence to the more influential
'Ulama attached to the College, who denounced
him as an innovator in religion, a fatal fault in
so conservative a place. The result was that
Shaikh Sanusi had to proceed on his way. He,
however, gives quite a different reason for his
departure. He says that one day, when he was
making the usual wagu, or ceremonial ablution,
before engaging in tbe namaz, or stated prayers,
iu the Mosque attached to the College, he saw
a man who looked mean and poor. The man
who was quite a stranger, thus spoke: " Why dost
thou do so with me, a Sanusi?" "How do you
know my name?" He replied: "I am the Qu~b
of the age."
"Then," said Sanusi, "it is thou I
am seeking."
The man said to him; "Thou
hast nothing to do with me, go to Mecca." In
after years, it suited Shaikh Sanusi to show that
he left Oairo owing to a supernatural direction,
and not that he was expelled as a troublesome
student. But, whatever was the cause, he did
go, and proceeded on his way to fulfil his original
intention of making the pilgrimage to Mecca. As
his mind had already been directed towards the
life of a Darwesh, when he arrived at Mecca he
placed himself under the tuition and spiritual
guidance of Shaikh Al;1mad bin Idris, the Shaikh
of the Qadiriyya Darweshes. Owing to some
local disputes Shaikh Al;1mad was exiled from
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Mecca. His devoted pupil and follower went
with him, and on the Master's death in 1833
claimed, though oppoBBd by some others of his
followers, to be his suocessor. This led to a
division in the Order, the result of which was
that Shaikh Sanusi, having induoed many of
his fellow Darweshes to join him, formed a
new Order, of which he assumed the headship.
He then oommenoed an aotive propaganda in
Yemen, but the members of the older Orders
looked upon his work with disapproval and suooessfully opposed him. However, he remained in
Mecoa from 1835 to 1843 gathering men around
him and developing his plans. He called his
teaohing the ,!,ariqatu'I-Mul;1ammadi, or "Way of
Mul;1ammad," and said that his community was
a reformed branoh of the great SMdhiliyya
Order. He now gave his own Order the name
of ,!,ariqatu's-San(tsf, or "Way of Samisi." Men
in the position he had now assumed profess to
have special revelations from God and to be
divinely direoted in their movements: so not
finding sufficient soope in Meooa for his plans
and purposes, he one day announoed to his
disoiples that Mul;1ammad had appeared to him
and had ordered him to leave Meooa and to
settle his disoiples in Zawiyahs in many different
lands. This he did most effeotually. In oourse
of time, Zawiyahs were established in Arabia,
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Egypt, the Central Stidan, Tunis, Algiers, Tripoli,
Senegambi8< and even in the Eastern Archipelago.
The rapid extension of this Order has been m8<rvellous. Therc is nothing like it in the modern
Muslim world. With its extension its pcwer also
has increased. Shaikh Sanlisi, after settling his
course of 8<ction, soon g8<thered 8< 18<rge body of
disciples together, over whom he exeroised 8< most
rigorous disoipline.
Whilst displaying wministrative abilities of 8< very high order, he continued his theologioal studies and became a prolifio
writer on religious subjects. M. Duveyrier says,
that there are three million members of the
Order; but the Sanlisis themselves say there
lire eight millions. Probably there are five or
six, for the inhabitants of Wadai, now nearly
all Sanlisis, number almost three millions.
The 'Ulama are nearly always hostile to the
Darweshes, and Shaikh Sanlis! very soon learnt
that his growing influenoe stirred up a spirit of
jealousy. The 'Ulama of Constantinople, Cairo,
and Mecca were all ranged in opposition to him.
A Mufti of the Maliki school of jurisprudence,
named Abu 'Abdu'llah Muhammad, who died in
1881, published in Cairo a book containing fatw>1s
against Shaikh Sanlisi !bnd his master Sh8<ikh
Al;lmad bin Idris. One fatwa condemns the reluotanoe of Shaikh Sanusi to admit persons into
his presence, his absenee from publio prayers on

Friday, which is described as !bn impious habit,
and the use of a number of ritual practices whioh
differ from those of the Maliki rite. One act
objected to was the crossing of the arms on the
breast and the holding of the fist of the left hand
between the thumb and first finger of the right
when engaged in prayer. The Malikites pray with
the arms at the side of the body. The f8<twa
also refers to his abandonment of the four orthodox rites and of his accepting without an intermediary the prescriptions of the Qur'an and the
Sunna, that is, he did not follow the rulings of
the foul' great Imams, Hanffa, Malik, Shafi,i and
l;Ianbal. Suoh oonduot is said, "to constitute the
strongest proof of his ignorance."
To this fatwB., whioh shows the hatred of the
'Ulama, the Shaikh might have replied in the
words used by his Master, Ahmad bin ldris, "the
interpreters of the Qur'an do not keep us from
error. There are numerous interpretations at
varianoe with the Trwitions." As a matter of faot
Sbaikh Sanusi claimed to be a restorer of the
early and pure faith and practioe of Islam, before
it was, as he oonsidered, corrnpted by the Mujtahidlin and 'Ulam>1, the official intorprters of
the canonical law and of theology. Whatever
effect this f8<twa had in Mecca and in Cairo, it
had none whatever in the distriots controlled by
the Sanusis or amongst the Bedouin or with
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the nomadic tribes of Tripoli and the central
Sudan.1
In consequence of the opposition of the 'Ulama,.
Shaikh Sannsi in the year 1855 withdrew altogether from their spheres of inflnenoe, and in
the oasis of J aghbUb2 in the Libyan desert, midway between Egypt and Tripoli,3 founded a
Zawiyah which became the head-quarters of the
Order. "The site was well ohosen. It is situated
about one hundred and fifty miles south of
Tobruk, a Mediterranean port used by the Sannsis,
and ocoupies a commanding position on the
great caravan routes or North Afrioa. "It is
at once It fortress and a convent, a university
and a shrine." Except to modern artillery it isan almost impregnable place. It pOSSOBSCS a fine
mosque and many buildings. It grew rapidly
after the conversion of the people of Wadai, of
whom many came as students or as labourers.
It was a plaoe to whioh tribute of ivory, slaves
and ostrich feathers were sent by many ohiefs,
1

For the full fatwa, see Depont at Coppolani, pp. 546-51.

2 y~.k;...

Sometimes the plural form ~\4 is used.
It is bettor known by Europeans as Jare.bub.
3 "Tripoli, nominally Turkish, but pra.ctically under tho
rule of the SanusiYJrg, Confra.ternity is da.ngerous ground,
into which France with her experience of this powerful
a.nd highly organized l\Iul:!\mmaodau sect l on the. border
land of the Sahdra. a.nd Algeria. itself, ma.y well heSItate to
enter." Sih'a, ~Nhite, II The Expansion of Egypt," p. 123.
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and to which, from harbours little known, great
stores of warlike material were brought. Pilgrims on their way to Mecca stayed to worship
and to receive a blessing. This place, in which
ma,tters of the greatest moment to Africa were
planned, has been jealously guarded from European travellers, of whom not one has ever been
able to tread its streets, or look upon its walls.
Neither Turkish nor Egyptian officials had any
authority in it. Tho Shaikh was an absolute
ruler.
The transfer of the capital in 1895 to the Kufra
oasis, a movement to be desoribed later on, has
lessened the importance of JaghMb, which is
now little more than tho university of the Order.
J aghbub was not only the administrative centre,
but was also the theological home of the Order
where hundreds of its missionaries were trained
as teachers and preachers and then, year by
year, sent forth in large numbers to proclaim
the doctrines of Islam in all parts of Northern
Africa. The names of all the brethren of the
Order were carefully entered in the record books
kept there. It is sa,id that its theological school
had seven hundred pupils. The Order or the
Sanllsiyya is more than an organization to reform
what its leaders consider to be lax in Islam; it
is a powerful proselytizing body. The isolation of
the desort life at Jaghbtib, and the freedom gained
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from the opposition of the 'Ulama and orthodox
Mullas and Maulavis gave Shaikh Sauusi that
peace and tranquillity which increased his spiritual
intluence over his followers. Soon after his arrival
there, he began work amongst the negro races.
He purobased slaves from those nomad tribes who
in the internecine wars of their respective territories had after a victory taken them as prisoners,
or had acquired them by successfully pillaging
slave caravans. Shaikh Sanllsi brought these
slaves to his Zawiyah, placed them under religious instruction for a time, and then, when fitted
for it, sent then, to their own countries as free
men and as preachers of Islam. They became
and remained his most faithful followers.
Shaikh Banusi died at Jaghbub in the year A.II.
1276-A.D. 1859 and was buried in that place.
His mausoleum in the great mosque there is a
very magnifICent one and it iE' common lor his
followers to make pilgrimages to it instead of
to Mecca. Thongh little known in the Western
world, he waS one of the most remarkable men
of the age. No obstaole cheoked him. He astonished the eduoated by his knowledge, he won
tho populace by his skilful adaptation of his teaching to their needs, by the fervour of his methods
and the fame of his miraoles. He made the fetish
tribes from lake Ohad to the ivlediterranean
take a long step forward in politioal and economio
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aotivity and in religious knowledge; but with
all this he roused a deeper spirit of fanatioism
and a greater hatred of all non-Muslim people.
He thus plaoed a barrier to any real enlightened
progress for the African races. The highest
level has been attained and any departure from
it would now be considered a mark of offence
against God.
Without shedding blood or calling in the aid
of any temporal ruler, by the energy and force
of his character he raised up in the Ottoman
Empire and its adjacent lands a theooratic system which is independent of any political Power.
His great object was to restore the original
Islam and to revive what he conceived to be the
religious and moral laws of the Prophet. This
being the attitude of his mind, he naturally opposed all modern innovations in Turkish rule and
life. and wished to raise an impassable barrier
against European civilization and the influence of
the Ohristian Powers in Muslim lands. He had
been influenced by the earlier Wahhabi revival,
for he followed that sect in some of its rigorous
prohibition of many harmless things, whilst he
kept aloof from its bold opinions'! At the same
1 Though there a.re many points of resem blanco be_
tween the WahMhls and the Samlsls, they dWer in the
ma.tter of pilgrimages to shrines. The Wahhabfs forbid
them) the Ba.llllsfs encourage them.
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time, with all this stiffness of thought and life,
he , as the head of a Darwesh Order, introduced
a mystical element into all that he taught.
Shaikh Sanus! was succeeded by his son, 'Ali
bin San{lSi,1 a lad then of about thirteen years
of age, who by European writers is also called
Shaikh Sanusi, but by Muslims and his own folc
lowers Shaikhu'l-Mahdi. In order to distinguish
him from his father, I shall speak of him as the
Shaikhu'l-Mahdi, or simply as the Shaikh.' He
had no connexion whatever with the late Mahdi
in the Eastern Suda,n. He and his hrother Si
Muhammad Sharif were both very young when
thei~ father died, being respectively fourteen and
thirteen years old, but Shaikh SanUs! had wisely
appointed some of the ablest Muqaddims to be
their tutors and guides, and so the administration went on as usual and the lads gradually
gained experience. In due course the Shaiku'lMahd! took the administrative oversight of tho
Order, whilst his brother, who died in 1895,
looked after the religious teaching. His followI

His full name is Si a!_1bhdi bin Si Mul;1ammad bin

Si 'Ali hin Hi Sa.nusL
2 In 1902 it was reported that ho had died in Kanem,
his most recent acquisition. Nothing is known as to the
character of his successor j but it is not likely that there
will bo any cha.ugo in tho plfl,l1s and p~rposes. of the Order,
which is too far committed to a fa.natical pohey to m~ke a

change of leadel.'Ship mll:tcria.Ily alter its methods or obJects.
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ers, or at all events the more ignorant amongst
them, looked upon the elder brother as the
coming Mahd!, who was expected in the thirteenthcentury of Islam, a period of time which
expired in the year 1882. In support of their
expectation they said that he bore betweon his
shoulders the indubitable sign of his designation
to some high office, a round bluish spot, such
as that which had, according to Muslim belief,
appeared on the bodies of Moses, Christ, and
Mul;tammad, the throe great leaders of the prophetic order. Their belief has not been verified,
but whilst it lasted it added power and prestige
to the rule of the Shaikh,
The Grand Council of the Order used to meet,
annually, on the great feast day, known as 'Idu'lA<j.ha, at Jaghbub, under the presidentship of the
Shaikh, who was in this work assisted by his
brothel' and his councillors. Two of the latter
held the office of Wazirs. One was in special
charge of the Zawiyah at J aghbtib, while the other
superintended the affairs of all the other Za.wiyaha.
The organization is very simple. The Darweshea
live in the various Za.wiyahs, each of which is
under the charge of a Muqaddim to whom the
members must yield implicit obedience, There
were in 1886 one hundred aud twenty-one different Za.wiyahs, all subject to the one at that time
situated in Jaghbub, in which there used to be
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about four huudred Darweshes, gathered from
all parts. l Most of them were unmarried, and
so were ready at a moment's notice to go anywhere the Shaikh might direct them to proceed,
or to undertake any duty he might call upon them
to perform. A hundred negro slaves did the
household work and attended to the gardens.
The inmates of the Zawiyah were well armed,
and a large reserve of guns and ammunition was
kept in stock. Five pieces of artillery had been
purchased in Alexandria and were kept ready for
use. A certain number of artificers and workmen lived outside the Zawiyah. One day the
Shaikh was asked whether all this warlike display was against the French or the Turks.
"Neither against the one nor the other," said
he. "My fn.ther began a work which hn.d gren.t
results. I simply carry it on." Tn.xes are levied
at the rn.te of two n.nd no half per cent on cn.pitn.l exceeding one hundred and twenty-five francs,
and extrn.ordinary contributions are sometimes
called for from the possessors of treasure, warehouses and cattle. The Order itself is rich in
slaves, houses, sheep and camels, the latter being
brn.nded with the name of Allah. Whenever the
delegates of the Shaikh visit the brethren in the
subordinate Zawiyahs they receive offerings. The
1 Duvoyricl', writing in 1886, gives this number of
Za.wiyahs; but thero lnust bo ma.ny more nOW.
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poorer brethren, who cannot pay the taxes, are
employed in building Zawiyahs, in attending to the
gardens and cattle and in carrying despatches.
For the latter purpose a system of couriers was
organized, by means of which communication between J aghblLb n.nd distant Zawiyahs was easy and
comparatively swift. The Slw.ikh was thus kept
well informed of all that was going on. The
probn.ble arrival of n. stranger at J aghMb was
known before he came near to it, and, unless he
had something in the shape of a passport from a
Muqaddim, he was subjected to a very strict examination before he was allowed to have any intercourse with the Darweshes. If all was satisfactory, the Shaikh might after some days accord
him the privilege of a personal interview; but, as
his person is looked upon as sacred, such interviews were very rarely granted.! In order to
ensure secrecy, the orders of the Shaikh and of
tho Muqarldims sent by letter are nearly always
written in a vague and impersonal form. Thus a
letter from Mecca to Jaghbllb reads: "Your servant whose writing is known to you. Its super1 This waS one of the things denounced in the fatwa,
referred to on pap;e 86. It says, II 'rhc preten~iOlls put
forward .t~at ~h.e action of shutting himself up and of
not rece1\:mg VISItors, except at particular hours a.nd then
only after repeated demands for £I..n audience constitute
the Wf1Y .(~arIq) of the l?Mfs are simply lies," (ll Dopont at
Coppolam, Ir p. 548).
.
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scription is also a little known. By the grace of
God Most High may it arrive at Jaghbub and may
it be referred to the lords of the brothers..•...
God keep us in peaee. Amen. Under the invocation of Bedoub," 1 In the salutation at the
beginning of a letter no name is ever mentioned.
Conventional terms are used to disguise the
purport of the correspondence, and great care is
taken to ensure the safe delivery of letters.
The Muqaddims have much inllnence over
people who are· not actual members of the Order,
and who have not taken the calling of a Darwesh
upon them. In some parts the people hold
their lands by a kind of feudal tenure, and are
practically the vassals of the Order. The principal person in such !\ district is not the Turkish
Mutasarrif, but the Samisi leader, and the chief
work of the Turkish officials is to keep tho
members of the Samisiyya Order contented. It
is said that 'Ali Kamali Pasha, sometime Governor
of Barca, looked upon himself, first, as a humble
servant of the Shaikhu'l-Mahdf and, secondly, as
the high official of the Ottoman Empire. The
most active centre of its influence was, until the
removal to the Kufra oasis, the pcninsula of Barca,
nominally belonging to the Ottoman Empire,
really to the Shaikhu'I-Mahdi. Thus the Sanusfs

occupied the most fertile part of Tripoli a.nd the
Sultan did not dare attempt to expel them. Some
Turks have, indeed, become brethren of the Order,
but just as in Syria with the Druzes and in
Khurdistan with the Khurds, so here tbe Porte
is obliged to compromise and to conciliate men
over whom it has no power of control. It is
said thlLt tho Sbaikhu'I-Mahd! could command the
services of twenty-five thousand men as foot
soldiers, and of fifteen hundred mounted men.
In the north-eastern part of Africa, excluding
Egypt, a very common form of oath used by the
peoplc is to swear by "al-J;Iaqq Sidi as-Samis!,"
that is, "by the truth of Sidi as-Banus!." 1 In
a.ddition to these volunteers, there are the regular
Darweshes and a large number of slaves always
available when fighting men a.re needed, Shaikhu'lMahd! did not commit the error of neglecting
the masses. A Muslim tra.veller, if found worthy
of it, receives hospita.lity in any Za.wiya.h he may
be nea.r; and, if he is intelligent, he receives much
attention from the Muqaddim. In this wa.y the
Order has become very popular.
In tho annua.l conference held formerly at
Jaghbuh, and now at al-Ista.t, the Shaikh, assisted
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1 Tho mea.ning of this is not known outside the Order:
it is probably a kind of talisman.
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1 U If a Bedouin of these pa.rts swears:
I May I
be
excluded from the Ze.wiyah, if ..... " one may be sure
ho is speaking the truth," (Silva. 'White, II From Sphinx to
Oraole," p. 123.)
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by bis Muqaddims, examines the temporal and
spiritual condition of the Order, and discusses
with them plans for the future, especially as
regards the extension of their influence. In their
propaganda work they seek to influence men of
position, and pay much attention to the education
of the young. In provinces long subject to Islam,
such as Egypt, where they wish to reform the
religion, they generally commence by opening
schools, and trust to time for the gradual spread
of their views. In this way they are able each
year to consider the operations of the Order as
a whole, and the success they meet with is extraordinary. For example, they went first to Farfara,
an oasis in the Lybian desert, in the year 1860,
and in less than thirteen years they completely
changed the character of tbe people and acquired
valuable property. One very favourite method
of reaching a new tribe was to purchase the slaves
taken from it, and after teaching Islam to them
to rclease and to send them back as preachers to
their own people. In this way much success
was met with in the Wadai country, the Sultans
of which have been and are ardent admirers of
the Sanusis. The first object of the Shaikhu'lMahdi was the conversion of the Ohief, by showing
him the advantage, primarily to himself and then
to his peoplo, of the establishment of commercial
relations with thc Sanusiyya Order. The Sultan

of the Wadai country, 'Ali bin Mul;1ammad, sOOn
became an enthusiastic follower of tbe Shaikhu'lMahdi. At his decease in 1876, the succession to
the Sultanate was disputed, and it shows tho
enormous influence the Sanusfs had then obtained,
that they were able to stop the internecine conflict
and to secure the accession of the candidate they
preferred. The new Sulta.n then elected became
a loyal subject, and held his office as a tributary
to tbe JaghbUb Zawiyah. To the north-west of
Wadai, there is e. State called Ennedi, which has
now beoome a vassal one. In 1855, the people
of that country were all pagans, in 1888 they
had all become Muslims, and the chief had been
admitted e.s a member of the Order. He used
to send to J agbbUb not only rich presents, but
the ohoicest of bis young men to be fully trained
and instructed under tbe personal direction of
the Shaikhu'I-Mahdi. In fact, the whole region
round lake Ohad is more or less under Sanusi
influence.
To the north-west of lake Chad lies an inhospitable desort, in the midst of which, about five
degrees south of JaghbUb, is the great oasis of
Kufra. The large Zawiyah of ai-1stat in tbis
oasis is the second in importance of all the
Zawiyahs, and for many years was looked to as
a probable future asylum in an almost unapproachable region. The move thus anticipated
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actually oame to pass in the year 1894 or 1895
when the Shaikhu'l-Mahdi, with many of the
wealthier residents of Jaghbdb, left that town
for Kufra, a half-way resting place for caravans
going to and fro from Wadai to Benghazi and
thus, from a strategical point of view, an important position.
Although, at present, the Turks hold Tripoli,
their power does not penetrate into the interior,
the districts of which are entirely in the hands
of the Sandsls. About the time of the Fashoda
incident, the Shaikhu'l-Mahdi made an important
movement in the hinterland of Tripoli. In
March 1899 the Anglo-French agreement was
made, defiuing the respective spheres of influenco
between the two countrias in North Central Africa.
n was then found that the Sandsl country lay
entirely within the French sphere. SinGe then
the Sandsls have extended westward into E:anem.
The Patrie of June 19, 1902, reported that on
the 20th of January a body of French Sddanese
troops inflicted a severe defeat on the Samisis
and the Tuwariq Berbers in the lake Chad distriat,l In the spring of J908 the Frenah had
again to seud an expedition to this region.
The hatred of the Sanusls to Muslims who
1 II The Tuwd,riq Berbers are a very bigotted ra.co a.nd
are largely under Sanlisf influence." (King, II Sea.roh for
tho M••kod Tuwaroek," p. 147.)
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submit to tbe political supremacy of the Christian
Powers, or who would effect a compromise with
western civilization, is so great that good Muslims
are exhorted to leave such countries as Turkey
and Egypt.
This naturally arouses hostility
against them and so, in order to avoid reprisals
and to be free from such evil influences, the
Shaikh transferred his seat of Government to
al-lstat, an isolated place, where he can be nearer
to his chief centre of proselytism and better survey
the movements whioh interest him. He himself
is said to live not in the Zawiyah, but at Joffa
elose by. It will be interesting to see what
attitude the Sanusis take up with reference to
recent reform movements in Turkey. They will
probably hold that it justifies the removal of
their head-quarters from Turkish territory.
New routes have been opened up in various
directions. "From this inaccessible fortress the
Shaikhu'l-Mahdl now governs all the territories
occupied by the Sandsls. Swift messengers carry
his orders to all parts of North Africa; and he
is kept constantly informed by his agents of
all that transpires in the outer world, receiving
books, pamphlets, newspapers, and all the requirements of his responsible office. His military and
political organization is complete. The policy of
the Sandsl never changes." I Mr. Vischer, a
1 Silva White,

II

From Sphinx to Oraclo/' p. 129.
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British official, reports that in 1902 he found
"the Samis! head-quarters at Kufra to he a
regular arsenal of modern arms and ammunition
and that in the schools children are taught to
hold all foreigners in the deepest hatred."! The
Order has now sevonteen monasteries in Egypt,
bat in Tripoli there are many more. It there
defies all rules and is a great social and political
power. The Samisiyya Darweshes sometimes, in
places where they were likely to meet with much
opposition, assumed other names. Thus in Tunis
they appeared as members of the Qadiriyya Order
when they commenced operations there. The
success they have met with has been comparatively small, and they have only five Zawiyahs in
that country. They have been more successful
in the oases of the $a!;lara, where they have won
over many of the Ikhwa.n of the Rahmaniyya
Order. In the Algerian province of Constantine
they have had great influence with the active
and fa.natical Tijaniyya Confraternities. Thoy
commenced work in Morocco in 1877 and soon
had three Zawiyahs there, at Tangiers, Tetuan
and Fez. In that country, however, they are very
closoly connocted with the. Darqawiyya Darweshes,
with whose political views and tendencies they
havo much in Common. In the locality whero
the Darqawiyya Shaikh resides, his followers

aro looked npon as close friends and allies of the
Sanns!s. In the various oases and amongst the
Berber tribes of tho Atlas rango they have many
adherents.! In the country of Tibeste and of
Borku, to tho north-west of lake Ohad, they used
their utmost endeavours to oonvert the heathen
population or 'to stir up the Muhammadans to
greater strictness of religious life. In 1873 they
had gone as far as Senegal and in 1888 they
were in Timbuktu. At that time the Order had
not penetrated into the Upper Nile region, nor
into Nigeria, but their inflenence on the Orders
already there is so great that it is probably only
a question of time when the influence of the
Sannsis will be predominant in these regious. In
the year 1900, the Rev. E, F. Wilson reported
that the Sanns!s were in Lokoja, a town in Upper
Nigeria, and were giving trouble by proclaiming
that a massacre of Christians would shortly take
place.- This seems to have been an isolated effort,
for the official testimony is that "there is practioally no Sanns! oult in Northern Nigeria, exoept
possibly in Bornu." 3 To the Muslims of these
districts, the Sultans of Sokoto have been the
leaders. So long as their influence was para-
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C.M.S. Review, June 1907, p. 382.
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1 For a,. list of these tribes! see Duvreyrier, II La Confrerie
Muaulma.ne/' p. 38.
o O.M.S. Report, 1900-1, p. 94.
3 Blue Book No. 409, 1903, Northern Nigeria, p; 77.
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mount, even so powerful an Order as that of the
Samisiyya could gain no permanent footing. It
has made attempts and has sent preachers to
Kano, but has gained no real influence. It is to
be hoped tha t the Hausa 111uslim Ohiefs will still
maintain the same attitude towards the Sanusis,
but, as the advent of this Order would no longer
affoct their political power, for it is gone, and,
would be, moreover, a sorious trouble to their
recent conquerors, they may now look upon
the Sanusiyya propaganda in a more favourable
light. Still, in various parts of Afrioa this Ordor
has sprea.d with great rapidity and possesses
much influence and power.
In Europe it bas fonnd no footing, exoept at
Oonstantinople. In Asia there are about twelve
Zawiyahs, of which three are in Arabia; there
being one each in J edda, Madina and Mecca.
The archives of the Order are kept in the one
at Mecca. The Order is p0pular in the ~{ijaz,
the tribes of whioh are much attached to it. It
forms a material forco ready to oppose the 'Ulama
and the civil authorities when the time arrives.
The Sanusiyya Darweshes are also found in the
Malay Archipelago. The geographical limit of tho
Order is not yet reached, for it is a community
full of life which by its austerities and its promises attracts the sympathy of many Muslims
and so tends to absorh and to unify the mighty

forces of tho various Orders. It is also active
in its mission work amongst pagan tribes whom
it converts in large numbers.
A point of great importance is the apparent
readiness and success with whioh the Sanusiyya
Order attaches to itself other religious Confraternities. Duveyrier says: "It is important to remember the tendency of the Sanusiyya Confraternity to assimilate to itself other religious
associations which in common with it have issued
forth from the school of the Shadhiliyya, that is
to. say, almost the whole of the Musalma,u Orders.
These tactics, of which the political results may
be very grave, have been crowned with snccess
in a great number of cases." 1 Rinn says that
the object at which these Darweshes aim is "to
nnite all the Orders into one federation, having a
theocratic pan-Ishimitic form, free from all sccular
control, and opposed to all modern ideas.".
The Shadhiliyya, the Tijaniyya and the Qadiriyya
Orders, after having commenced by repudiating
the claims of Shaikh Sanus1, now bear, more or
less, the intellectual yoke of tho Sanusiyya and
conform, to Some extent, in political matters, to
the views held by it." The Madaniyya Order is
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1 II La Confrerie Musalmane/' p. 8.
2 Rinn, "Marabouts et Khoua.n." p. 510.
3" All these Orders, or Confraternities, formerly divided
seem, on the contra.ry, to~da.y to obey a common 'impUlse,
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also very much under its influence. It is said
by some writers that Shaikh Sanusi tolerated
certain of the special rites and ceremonies of these
other Orders, and thus extended his personal influence over a mass of people not actually initiated
into his own Order, especially over the superstitious, warlike and fanatical Tuwariq. A man may
become a Samlsi, without abandoning his own
Order, provided that he submits to certain restrictions. In fact, this ell,pacity for assimilation
is a special characteristic of the Order. "Thus,
the Sanusis claim the support of no less than
forty (er, as some authorities wonld say, sixty-four)
groups-Religious Orders, or bmnches of themmore or less allied to the Shadhiliyya school of
philosephy, which embraces the mll,jority of the
Muslim Orders. Amalgll,mation is undoubtedly
aimed at, and is, in fact, progressing rapidly;
because wherever the Sanusis settle there they
eventually rule. Its latitudinll,rianism thus constitutes the great cohesive force in the propaganda
of the Sanusis." I Its secret agents are to be found
in Zawiyahs of other Ordors, and these men duly
l'eport to the Shaikh all that is of importanoo for
him to know. Thoy also quietly spread Sanusi
views amongst these other Darweshes. Consoious
the origin of which iB !liS yet unknown." (~"'riSCh,
Ma.roc," p. 186.)
1 Silva. White, "From Sphinx to Orade,l! p. 117.
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of the power which an air of mystery gives, they
keep the rules of their Order secret and avoid
any outward distinctive sign. The rosary they
nse is one common to others. In the namaz, or
public prll,yer, they use no peculiar rites, but a
special dhikr is made known to their followers.
The usual form of dhikr \1sed by the Sanusis is
as follows. The worshipper, after SaIatu'I-Fajr,
or the usual morning prayer, says forty times, " 0
my God, preserve me at, the moment of dea.th
and in the trials which follow it"; then one
hundred times, " I seek pardon from God" ; then
one hundred times, "Thom is no god but Allah
and Mul;Jammad is the Prophet of God" ; then one
hundred times, "0 my God, grant thy flJ.vour to
our Lord Mul;Jammad the illiterate prophet, also
to his family and compa.nions, and give them
safety." I The three last should then be repelJ.ted
all ovor again three times, making altogether
nine hundred repetitions. The ritual directions
of the dhikr are that the rosary should be carried
on tbe hand and not be suspended from the neck,
and in all meetings for worship music and dancing
are strictly prohibited.
Whilst the Sanusis strongly assert the truth
that God alone is to be exalted, they allow a
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very high veneration to he p"id to saints, though
they would not call it worship. The novice is
expected to entirely renounce the world, and to
yield implicit ohedience to the Shaikh as his
spiritual guide !lnd temporal leader. Luxurious
dresses, silk emhroidery, ornaments (except for
women) and gold !lnd silver vessels !Ire forhidden
things; hut the precious metals may be used in
the hilts of swords, as they may he employed in
the Jihad, or Holy War. Coffee !lnd tobacco 1
are strictly forbidden. Tea may be drunk, but
not sweetened with loaf sugar, fOl' that is said
to be clarified with the bones of animals slain
witbout the use of the expression Bismillah (I.e.,
in the name of God) by the persons who killed
them. All that appert!lins to them is thus
impure, and so unlawful for use by Muslims.
Music aud dancing !Ire not allowed. Intercourse
with Jews or Christians is not permitted.' No
s!llutation should be made to them, and no
business transacted with them. If the Jew or
Christian should not be a Rayah, or Dhimmi,
he must he de!llt with as an enemy.' He is

either a Dhimmi, that is, one allowed to live
on pay;nent of a tax, or he is a fair subject for
oppressIOn and death. The Order is thus absolutely hostile in its spirit and intention to all
non-Muslim peoples. The members of the Order
should not carry their disputes before alien law
courts. The Shaikh is the supreme judge, who
alone can settle the civil and criminal cases which
may arise in so large a body. They profess to
be quite orthodox in their religious principles.
They look upon the Qur'an as God's word direct
to His people, and consider the Sunna to be that
same will, declared in the daily actions and words
of the Prophet. They look upon bid'at, or innovations On the traditional beliefs and practices, as
hurtful and heretical; they assert the absolute
necessity of the Imamat, that is, the constant
presence of a spiritual Pontiff, whom they find
in their Shaikh. They consider that the ideal
religious life is one of contemplation.
All this leads the Sanusiyya, the most nncompromising, and the most powerful of all the
Orders, to view Islam !IS a Theocracy and to
consider that all good Mnslims should with
them so look npon it. The result is 11 great

t '1'his rule is somowha.t l'ela.xcd in Algeria, whore a.
Muqaddim said, II Those who a.re rich may smoko, but the
poor had better absta.iu, for in order to indulge in this
whim they ma.y deprive their children or brea.d." (Dopant
at Coppol.ul, p. 556.)
2 Duvoyrier, H La. Confrerie Musultnn.uet" p. 7.
3" What speoia.lly characterizes them (the Sanusiyya.h
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above, a.very ~u~:a'mma.?a.n Ordor or Sect, is, not merely the
fa.naticism wlthm theIr own religion, but their burniug
hatred of Christians." (Rohlfs, qucted by Silva White in
"From Sphillx to Oroole," p. 127.)
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pan-Islamio movement. Intolligent and convinoed, too, of the excellonoe of thoir oause, they
oan with patience wait for the full result of
their teaching. Not that this is likely to lead
to more toleration, for one of the most recent
of tho best informed Frenoh writers on Islam
in Algiers declares that, if it were possible to
drive the French into the sea and to establish
a theocratic State, the religious Orders would
do it at once.1 But for the present, the Sanusfs
entor into no political engagements with Christian or Muslim Powers, and simply trust to the
leaven which their principles introduce amongst
Muslims. The end to be sought for is to so rogenerate Islam, by restoring it to its ancient
state, as they conceive it to have been, that it
may present an effective barrier to the destructive forces of European civilization and bhe modern spirit. They do all this from a religious
motive for they affirm that the glory of God is
their only aim. They do, however, look forward to
a temporal kingdom, which the Theocracy they
hope to see will be; hut for the present they
work for that object in their own way, and that

way is to avoid any entanglements with worldly
Powers. In 1872 the Prussians tried to stir up
the Sanusfs to proolaim a Jihad against the
Frenoh, but in vain. The Sultan of Turkey
ordered the Shaikh to send him some men to
fight the Russians, but not a man went. The
Italians have sought their aid in oounteraoting
Frenoh influenoe in Tunis, but have not suooeeded in getting it. Duriug the revolt of Arabi
Pasha in Egypt the Sanusis did not stir.
In the year 1885, six envoys came from the
Mahdf in the Sudan to J aghbub with a letter
addressed to the Shaikh of the Sanusis,1 The
Mahdi wrote somewhat as follows: "I have
defeated the English and Egyptian troops. I
shall continuo the war until Egypt falls into
the hands of the true believers. Thou art all
powerful in the West. Join me in a Holy War."
The Shaikh asked his Darweshes what he should
say in reply. They said, "Thou art tho Mastor,
and we follow thy order." The Sudanis wore
well treated, and on the fourth day the Shaikh
addressed thom as follows: "Toll your master
that we will have nothing to do with him.
His way is not good. I sond no letter in reply."
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ill If these secrot Soaiotics caught a. glimpse of the possibility of casting us into tho se~ and of substituting a.
theocratio 1l1usalm&.n State for the a.ctual Government;
then without the least doubt, they would seek to overthrow
in o~e supreme effort the Christian rule." (Corn to Honry
de Ca.stries, II Islam'" p. 236.)
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1 The 1fahdf, Mu!).ammad A!).mad, who was origiually
a Muqaddim of the Qtldiriyya Order, had acquired in
the Ztlwiyah of Keneh, a town in Upper Egypt, a great
reputation as a mystic and a worker of miracles..
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Thus a great danger to civilization was happily
averted. The Shaikh saw plainly that the revolt
was premature and lacked the conditions of
permanence and success. No doubt also it was
the implied ignoring by the Mahdiof his own
pretensions as the foremost and most excellent of
all the Sbaikhs, and not any consideration for
Egypt, which led the Sanusi leader to refuse his
countenance and aid to the Eastern Sudan
movement. The destruction of the Mahdi of
Khartum has very materially strengthened the
Sanusiyya Order by the accession to its ranks
of the Darweshes of the Nile whose power, as a
separate body, has now been broken and by the
elltinction of any rival authority to that of its
own Shaikh, who is undoubtedly the most powerful leader of men in Afrioa at this present time,
for negroes, oonverted to Islam in their thousauds
every year, form exoellent soldiers and these by
the million are at the oall of the great Sanus!
chief, Shaikhu'l-Mahdi. He is now the head of
the anti-ohristian movement from Moroooo to
Meooa and from lake Chad to Darfur.
The direot aotion of the Sauus!s in any
of the insurreotions in Algiers has never been
proved; but even though no overt aets oan
be alleged, yet the widespread influenoe of their
teaching and their known disli.ke to all modern
methods of civilization hiwe doubtless been very
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powerful faotors in leading others on in the
way of more aotive and pronounoed opposition,
a,nd their Zawiyahs have always been open to
rebels. In order to remove a standing menaoe
to Algeria, it was neoessary for the Freneh to
<looupy the oasis of Tmtt in foree. The Taibiyya
and tbe Karzaziyya Orders seem to have heen
friendly over this, but the Bakkayiyya and th<l
Sanusiyya Darweshes strongly opposed the French.
It is a most important plaoe to hold. It lies near
the centre of the $ah§.ra and its possession gives
In 1881 a
oontrol over many trade routes.
Frenoh expedition was destroyed by the Tuwariq,
instigated by 'Abdu'I-Qadir, the head of the Sanus!s
in TuM. They foresaw that punishment would
come a.nd persulLded the Sulvan of Morooco to
{Ieolare Tuat to be IL part of his dominions whioh
he did in IL letter in 1886. The Frenoh remonlltrlLted and he then said that the letter was a
forgery. It became quite olear that under Sanus!
influence Tuat would become a eentre of intrigue,
and so ILhout the yeILr 1900 the French took
a-bsolute possession of it.
The present policy, however, of the Order seems
to he to encourlLge emigrlLtion from IILnds under
alien rule to llLnds whioh European influenoe hILS
not yet reaohed, or in whioh it has not yet
heoome in any wILy a power. This reILlly means a
ViLBt emigration to the oases of the SaMra .and

8
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other parts. "'rhe exodus from all the Musalman countries grows more numerons every day:' 1
Thus all the main caravan routes are being bronght
under Sanusi control, wells are dug, trees are
plantcd and cultivation is carried on by freed
slaves, now carefully instructed in the dogmas
and practices of the Order. In this way it is
thought that the true believers may be gatbered
together and he preserved from living under the
yoke of Christian powers, or under the scarcely
less hated rule of the Sultan and Khedive, who,
in the opinion of the Sanusis, are under the
control of European Governments and suffer, from
that pernicious influence. In fact, Turkey, Egypt,
Syria, and other countries where modern civilizat.iou has had some influence, are looked upon with
much reprobation. The facts of material and
moral progress cannot be denied, but the fanatical
spirit pays little heed to such improvement.
" The Sanusis are the most violent enemies of the
Christians, and they equally call themselves the
enemies of the Turks." 2 The motto of the Order
is : " The 'l'urks and the Christians are in the same
category: we will destroy them both at the same
time." a None of these countries, theu, are suitable
for the development of the theocratic views of

the Order, and departure from them was urge.d
many years ago. In this respect the practice
of the Order has been most consistent. In a
pastoral letter, written by Ii. Muqaddim in 1869,
the following passage occurs: "Recite the dhikr,
it opens the way to God.
Leave those who
say, 'God wills that you should be as you are.'
God does not reveal himself forcibly to an Arab
or to a stranger, His sole object is Himself, the.
One, who begets not, and is not begotten. a
brothers, do not neglect us or the Shaikh. Is not
the earth v,,"st? Change your residence, and then
the dwellings of those who do not emigrate with
you will be burnt down. But as to the feeble
men and women, who cannot do so, perhaps God
will pardon them. It is written, 'whoever flooth
his country for the cause of God, will find
many under like compulsion and abundant resources.' 1 'As for those who led the way, the
first of the Muhajirun,' and the Ansar a and those
who followed their noble conduct, God is well
pleased with them.' ". The Shaikhu'l-Mahdf later
on said to his followers, "Quit your country. Is
not God's earth vast?"
There is mnch trouble in the Muslim world at
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Suutu'n-NiSlI', (iv) 101.
Tha.t is, first emigr8lnts from Mecca. to Madina-.
3 Tha.t is, those who in Madine. helped l\{u~a.mmtLd.
• Surotu't-T.ub.h, (ix) 101.
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1 Comte Henry do Castries, II L'Isla.m/' p. 238.
~ Frisch, II I..lo Maroc/' p. UIO.
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the growing Christian occupation of lands, till
lately open only to the followers of Islam. In
Africa especially this is seen to be the case. There
the Bulta.n of Turkey has no real power, and his
claim to the Khalifate and so to a sort of
universal dominion is by no moons generally
admitted. In Morocco it is absolutely denied.'
Thus had it not been for these religious Confraternities, the flock in Islam would, in some
parts, have been as sheep without a shepherd.
The reason for the founding of new Orders,
such as that of the Samisiyya, is thus to be
found in the need felt by large hodies of Muslims for clear direction and supervision, and
for something which will give them Some spiritual solidarity. This the Bamisiyya Order has
sought to give by setting before itself as one
of its grand objects the federation of all the
various Orders under its general supervision.
This propaganda as I haNe shown has been
carried out with much success, but recent writers
hold th",t fortunately many of the leaders of
the other Orders do not approve of this plausible
attempt at the entire absorption of their Confraternities into that the Bamisiyya. " The
desire for wealth and temporal power which
nOW influences many of tl{e Shaikbs of other
Confraternities also tends to hinder the Samisiyya

propaganda amongst them:"
"The Shaikhu'l.
Mahdi will flatter in vain the teaching of the
other brotherhoods, he will be respected but will
not become their absolute and uncontrollable
Master. .. In Tunis and Algeria the same evolution dashes itself in vain against the solid position of the Qadiriyya and the Tijaniyya Orders,
whose individual temper agrees ill with the doctrines of the Sanus!s."· If this is the oase, a
reaotion must have set in; but for all that the
Sanus!s are a most powerful organization, growing both in numbers and in influence. The official
leaders of some of the stronger Orders from selfinterest may resist the propaganda of the Banus!s
amongst their follower&, but the influence of the
Sanusl Darwishes on the ordinary brethren of
most Confraternities is very great and their
appeal to the masses is most effeotive. They are
united in purpose and energetic in the dissemination of their views on the reform of Islam in
dogma and in practice. They desire to revive
the glories of the early days of Islam with all
its intolerance and fanaticism. It is this aspect
of the movement which brings with an attendant
danger. It is said by an observant traveller
that, "Algeria is honey-combed with Samis! intriguers ... , so vast a combination is necessarily

l1vIeakiu ,

II

The Moorish Empire," p. 198.

, "Depont et Coppol.ni," p. 568.
." Depont at Coppol.ni," p. 558,
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fraught with danger to the peace ,of Alrica; so
intolerant and powerful a sect is, ostensihly,
capable of shaking Isla.m to its foundation, when
the moment of action arrives.'"
The French in Algiers are perfectly aware of
the danger which arises from the presence of
these fanatical communities in their midst.'
More than half of the Muslim inhabitants of
Algeria are connected with various Religious
Orders, which possess no less than three hundred
and fifty Za.wiyahs. All these Darweshes are
trained to yield implicit obedience to the will
of their Shaikhs. As a rule they are simple,
credulous persons, but for this reason are all
the more easily led astray. Of all the Orders
that of the Samisiyya is the most irreconcilable
enemy of the French, and it is by patient working, by ceaseless intrigue, and by thorough
knowledge of the Muslim mind and heart that
it has attained to its great position of influence
and to its present great power for evil. Referring
to the possible danger and trouble which all this
may bring, Comte Henry de Castries says that
should a continental war compel France to withdraw many troops from Africa, the Sanusiyya and

the other Orders might easily be stirred up by an
<lnemy of France to open revolt.' The only hope
then would be that the Shaikhs of the various
Orders in their bid for power would fall out
amongst themselves, and that trihal factions would
lead to disunion.' He thinks this would be the
probahle outcome of such an adverse movement,
for" l'anarchie est Ie mal endemique de l'Islll,m."
This is true, for from the days of the internecine
strifes of the early Khalffate there has never been
universal religious or permanent political uuity
in Islam.
I have now given an account of the priucipal
Religious Orders, the rise aud progress of which
has an important beariug on the mission work
of the Church. I have shown the political danger
which may arise from tbis vigorous and fanatical
movement: tbe religious peril is no less imminent. Some of the Orders nmy be more actively
missionary in their operations thau others; but
there is no difference between them in their
{lommon hatred of Christianity and in their desire
to forestall its advance.
For many centuries Islam has had an open
door in Central Africa and the Sudans, and, during

Silva Whito, "From Sphinx to Oraclo/' pp. 124-5.
:}Il Tho Confraternity of the Sanusis is
an irreconcilable enemy, rea.lly dangerous to the French 81uthority in
North Africa."
(Duveyrier," La Confrerie Musulmane,"
p. 14.)

L'IsMm," p.239.
The representa.tives of the different mystical Schools
of ISlam are genora.lly in So sta.te of sevoro compotition with
-each ot~e~/I (0. Snouck Hurgronje, Revue de l'Histoire
<le' RelIglOllil," p, 217,)
-
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the last hundred years especially, has taken full
advantage of its favourable position. It is only
recently that facilities have been afforded to
Christian Missionaries. Thus much valuable time
has been lost. It is true that from the heginningof the thirteenth century the Church of Rome
has, from time to time, sent missionaries to
Morocco. These heroic men, under great difficulties and in the face of much persecution,
carried on their work and many found a martyr's
death. The Franciscans are still at work there,
though, it is said that their attention is chiefly
directed to the Europeans.' This is natural, forthe Romanist must always, as compared with a
non-Romanist, be at a great disadvantage in
dealing with Muhammadans. Practically, until
recent years little has been done to place in an
acceptable form the Gospel before the Muslims of
Morocco and Algeria. The North Africa Mission
is noW engaged in this most difficult work. It
is confronted by the influence of the great Con·
fraternities which I have described, and so it
justly deserves all the sympathy and support
it can obtain. Its work is highly spoken of
and merits recognition.'

Political causes have brought civilized rule,
with its accompanying protection of life and
property, into Central Africa and the Suda.ns.
This may, however, facilitate the modern Muslim
propaganda.' It is also possible that the adoption
of a constitutional Government in Turkey and
reforms in Persia, if they come to pass, may
increase the dislike of the more fanatical Darweshes to these Muslim States. It may also
cause some of the other Orders to follow the
example of the Sand.siyya and to seek in lands
now o~cupied by pagan tribes, whom they will
hope to win, an escape from modern influences
which appear to them to be inconsistent with
the earlier teaching of Mul:tammadan law and
custom, and to be at variance with their ideal
of a true Theocratic Muslim State.
In any case, whatever may be the result of
the political activity of the great Darwesh Orders,
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1 For 81n ~ccount of Christia.n Missions in Morocco, see
Meakin, <c Tho Moorish Empire," PI? 807·34.
2
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Spiritual lorces are at work in Morocco among the

Moors, those self·same spiritual forces, whioh, as a righteous
leaven, raised our nature from a state of ba.rba.rism and
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continue to raise it. . .. It is the popula.r custom of
travellers to dispa.rage missionaries, & task 8S ea·sy as to
dispa.rage the tiny worm which bores and buries itself,
a.nd in a. lifetime Bevers less of the treo~trunk than a da.y's.
growth .dds, but it i. a work that tells and tho troo fall•.
Let their work be diffioult, their faith a mockery to those
who sha.re it not, their object hopeless, their a,chieve..
menm insignificant, or, it may be, illusory; their fa.ult~
a.ppa.rent, their methods, a.bsurd; the mission8tl'ies, of what..
ever creed, a.re the noble few who liYo for the future and
no seed they BOW is lost." (Mea.kin," The Moorish Empire," p.487.)
'Ante, p. 77.
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and it is by no means devoid of serious peril,
it is absolutely certain that the religious propaganda will be carried on with vigour. We may
fairly accept the position that Islam, in some
respects, raises a pagan tribe to a higher level
of life and conduct, and yet, in the interests of
social order, of moral life, of religious belief, and so
in the best interests of mankind, we may view
the conversion of such tribes to Islam with much
concern. No well·wisher of even the most degraded race ean desire that it should be permanently fixed at what, after all, is a low level of conduct and that an almost impassable barrier should
be placed in the way of its rising to a higher stage
of life by the acceptance of a purer and more
elevating faith'! Muslims have been and will
be won for Christ; still it is matter of common
experience that a people once gathered into the
fold of Islam are extremely difficult to reach
and are far less responsive to the claims of
Christianity than when in their heathen state.
It seems vcry unlikely that the varied African
races can remain long in their present religious
and social condition. They will sOOn become
Muslims or Christians. Probably, in tho past
history of the Chnrch, there has hardly ever
been a crisis so acute as this is now. In many
parts of the mission field, people now hcathen
1 Anto, pp. 79, 80.
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will be so forty or fifty years hence and it will
be no more difficult to reach them then than
now. It is not so in Africa. Let these years
pass by and the Africans, then become Mul;1ammadans, will bc a hundred fold more difficltlt to
influence then than now.
As regards the present relation of Christianity
to Islam, whilst the work of the Missionary
Societies in Egypt and in other great centres of
Mul;1ammadan life is of the highest value amI
must he maintained, it would yet seem that the
primary duty of arresting the progress of Islam
in Africa is by forestalling its operations amongst
the pagan tribes. It is this fact which gives
such great importance to the Universities' Mission
and to the C.M.S. Uganda Mission. "There was
a time where the future of the Kingdom of Uganda
hung in the balance. It was a struggle between
Christianity and Mul;1ammadanism, and, if the
advent of the mission had been delayed, even
for a few years, we might have found Uganda
a Muhammadan State." 1
The formation of strong Christian Churches
is the best possible barrier to the onward march
of Islam. If the C.M.S. Hausa Mission is
promptly and well supported, similar progress
1 Willis, II Christianity or Mul;la.mmada.nism in the
Uganda. Diooese," (O.M.S. Intelligencer, July 1904, p. 489).
I reproduce some portions of this interesting a.rticle in a.
note .t the ond of this book.
.
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with a like result may also be looked for in the
regions in which its operations are carried on.
The resources of Missionary Societies are
limited in men and means. In tbe wonderful
opening up of all lands and in the great social
and political changes wbich are noW in progress,
the call for help comes with increasing force from
all sides. The response can only bo partial.
Some estimate of the relative urgency of each
call must be made. Is it too much to say that
the Muslim advance in Africa places that land
in the very forefront of all the many claimants,
and gives to Missionary Societies working there
a foremost place in the prayers, tbe sympathy
and the aid of all who are interested in the permanent extension of the Kingdom of God. The
most urgent work which the Church is now called
upon to undertake is the speedy evangelization
of the pagan people in Africa, who will, if now
neglected, soon pass on into the fold of Islam.

EXTRACT FROM AN ARTICLE,

"Christianity or Muhammadanism in the
Ugl1ndl1 Diocese"
by the Rev. J. J. Willis in the

II

C.M.S. Intelllgencel"," July lOOf.

a missionary point of view the Kingdom of
Uganda occupies a remarkable position. Though
the large majority of its population are still
Heathen, it may be fLlmost regarded as a Christian
country, inasmuch as its legislature is practically
Christian, and most of its leading men are
Christian by profession. And as a Christian
country it stands in the centre of Equatorial
Africa, surrounded by heathen countries, north,
east, south, and west. Beyond this belt of
Paganism lies another belt, west, north, and eastMul;1ammadanism. To the south there is none,
and there is no advance of Muhammadanism to
be feared' from that quarter. B~t in the remaining three directions there is.
Paganism, natural religion based on no literature, is necessarily a weak religion. It is vague,

FROM
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formless, and takes no really strong hold. Christianity and Muhammadanism are both strong
religions, which men hold to the death, And
between these two religions the battle in Africa
will be fought. It seems more than probable
that, before very many years al'e past, one of
these or the other will be the dominant power
among the tribes around Uganda who are at
this present moment Heathen. The danger of
a Muhammadan advance is one to be reckoned
with, because, even though the adherents of that
faith in Central Africa may know almost nothing
of its teaching, and be scaroely, if at all, bound by
its restrictions, once the Heathen have become,
even in name, Mul;1ammadan, our great opportunity is passed; there is no longer an open mind.
Now of the three possiblo directions from which
Islam may advance, the most remote is the west.
The Mul;1ammadan States on or near the west
coast of Africa are separated from ns by an
immense distance; they are barred by vast
stretches of pathless forest; and countries under
another administration lie between. So that the
danger from that direction need not bo seriously
regarded. In any case we havo the Kingdom
of 'roro, some two hundred miles to the west,
standing as an outlying fortress in that quarter.
A more serious danger looms in the north, from
the Mul;1ammadanism advancing slowly from

UGANDA MISSION
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Egypt southwards through the Sudan. Every
year is bringing Egypt nearer to us, as communication by river and road is perfected, and
travel from north to south facilitated. The future
of the Nile tribes will not be long undecided. and
much will depend on whether Christianity or
Mnl;1ammadanism is first in the field. Many of
the Nile tribes farther north are already nominally
MUl;1ammadan, but the tribes lying immediately
to the north of Bunyoro are not only still pagan,
but have, in one instance at least, expressed a
very strong desire to be taught. Now is our
opportunity of extending to the north, and we
rejoice that it is being seized.
But if the possibility of Mul;1ammadan encroachment from the north is an eventuality clearly to
be rockoned with, '" very much more pressing
danger threatens from the east. Here the distance
from the coast, once to be reckoned by months,
is now to be reckoned by days. It was inevitable
that with the railway shonld come in a rush of
Swahili; 1 inevitable, too, that they, with their long
1 u It is by these 8wa.hilis, in the character of merchants
that Mu1}.a.mmadanism is propagated among the hcathe~
tribes of the interior. As all the a.vailable literature of
IsIa·m is in Arabic, and very few Swahilis, evon in
Zanzib.." know that language, it is evident that their
proselytizing efforts can only have a. very superficial
effeot. Conversion practically may be said to oonsist in
the uttera.noo of a. formula.. Yet these Swahilis, and also
their so·cal1ed con,"erts, a.re extremely difficult to win to
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experience of civilization, shonld exercise a dominant influenco over the tribes in East Africa
still in their infancy.
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